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Abstract

The main disadvantage of computer based training is, that the user feels left alone with the
computer. VR-Friends software solves this problem with a virtual partner, who accompanies the
user at the whole learning process. Caring about this virtual partner will show the so called
“Tamagotchi-effect”. Additional incidental learning is forced by VR-Friends approach as a game.
For higher motivation the results are taken to high-score tables in the Internet for web-wide
competition.

This diploma thesis contains the development of the game show part of VR-Friends. The first
chapters contain the development and specification of back-end modules and user-interface. One
chapter handles the problem of question selection. In this part the necessity and use of multimedia
questions is reasoned and described. After a view on the system requirements the decision about the
used software is taken and described. The front-end is implemented by an JAVA-applet, on the
back-end of the client-server system a JAVA application uses data out of a SQL-Server database.
In the implementation part the detailed design of the back-end modules is described. The
advantages of a multi-threading approach are shown and the communication between the parts is
clearly explained.
Some screen-shots from the existing system are used to show an example session.
Chapter 7 contains some additional problems, which arose during the implementation of the system,
and their solution.

The appendix tells about the studio settings and requirements for a recording session with a “human
VR-Friend”.
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Kurzfassung

Der hauptsächliche Nachteil von computerunterstütztem Lernen ergibt sich in dem Gefühl des
Benutzers mit dem Computer allein gelassen zu werden. Das  VR-Friends Programmsystem löst
dieses Problem mit einem virtuellen Partner, der den Benutzer während des gesamten Lernvorgangs
begleitet. Das Gefühl, daß sich der Benutzer um diesen Partner sorgt, wurde als „Tamagotchi-
Effekt“ bekannt. Zusätzlich wird das inzidentielle, spielerische Lernen durch das Erscheinen als
Spiel besonders gefördert. Um die Motivation weiter zu steigern werden die Ergebnisse aus dem
Spiel in HighScore Listen im Internet verglichen.

Diese Diplomarbeit behandelt die Entwicklung des Spiel-Teiles von VR-Friends. In den ersten
Kapiteln wird der Entwurf und die Spezifikation des back-end Teiles und des User-interfaces
erläutert. Ein Kapitel behandelt die gesteuerte Auswahl der Fragen aus dem gewählten Lernmodul.
Nach entsprechenden Betrachtungen wird die Entscheidung betreffend der verwendeten Software
beschrieben. Das front-end läuft als JAVA-Applet, das back-end des Client-Server Systems wird
durch eine JAVA-Applikation, die auf eine SQL-Server Datenbank zugreift, realisiert.
Im Implementationsteil wird das Design des Servers detailliert beschrieben. Die Vorteile des
Ansatzes mit mehreren Threads pro Client werden erläutert. Die Kommunikation zwischen diesen
Einzelteilen wird in aller Genauigkeit erklärt.
Einige Ansichten des existierenden Systems zeigen den Verlauf einer Beispiel - Sitzung.
Das Kapitel 7 enthält einige Probleme, die während der Implementation auftraten, und deren
Lösung.

Der Anhang beschreibt die notwendigen Vorkehrungen für eine Aufnahmesitzung mit einem
„menschlichen  VR-Friend“.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The Idea Behind
Traditional training software on computers is well known nowadays. But who has not
experienced the negative feeling of being “alone” with the computer? Anonymity is not only a
problem of living in cities with increasing population but also a severe cause of dissatisfaction
with learning software. First theme is a problem of sociology and will not be handled here.
Our matters is the anonymity when sitting in front of a computer monitor. What we need is a
friend to be with us in this hours. Natural persons as partners are often not available. The
possible solution could be a virtual friend [Maurer (1997)]. The initial thought of VR-Friends
was born. Calling this concept training software is dangerous, because VR-Friends would take
anybody to court, who calls it “training software”. Basically we have to say that VR-Friends
is a game. This leads us to the three pillars VR-Friends stand on [Holzinger & Maurer
(1998)].
The first pillar is incidental learning, what is known from the learning process of children in
the early years. Learning with joy and without pressure avoids mental blockades. With joining
elementary school this effect gets lost in awareness of a learning process. The persons
learning is controlled by only one half of brain and out of
this fact the conscious learning is not efficient. It is only
possible to prevent these barriers by means of packing the
knowledge in an envelope, so that the user can’t recognise
the intended learning process. A very good possibility for
this envelope is a game. Everybody knows how much
effort and mind power some people invest for winning a
chess game against a computer. With no positive effect
than learning strategies and training the mind hours and
days are spent because chess is a game. All this energy can
be led to a learning process of whatever knowledge authors
present if only the user doesn’t recognise that he is playing
for learning.
The second pillar of VR-Friends is the Tamagotchi Effect.
There is one important difference between Tamagotchies
and VR-Friends: Tamagotchies were build to simulate a
pet, VR-Friends are virtual partners, who have the exact
equal interests as the user. The virtual friend gets happy or
sad, depending on the players answers, the concentration
depends on his mood, he will walk along with the user in
all positive and negative phases of the game.
Nearly as a logical effect we get our third pillar, namely
motivation. Spending time with a friend is one of the most positive feelings we can have.
Playing with this partner to be better than other players is an additional push up effect.
Enjoying the honour of being best as a team is goal for everyone with any ambition in his
brain. So the combination of a game with a faithful friend is one of the most motivating
situations in life.

Figure 1-1 The three pillars
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This concept is the main basis to attract the users attention. Now let’s have a look on general
advantages and disadvantages of computer-aided instruction. The advantages lie mainly in its
practice relatedness, the possibility of obtaining a solution to complex, “real life” problems
and the possibility of visualization.
The weakness of computer-aided instruction can be found in hardware dependence and in our
case instabilities and delays of the Internet. However, this weakness tends to eliminate itself
as hardware becomes increasingly more reliable and less expensive. Data connections get
faster and more stable steadily [Holzinger (1997), p. 38].

1.2 Basic Concept
We pointed out that a game could be a useful basis for our objectives. The VR-Friend and the
person playing are partners in a game show. The questions in this game show are out of
learning modules containing the knowledge which is to be learned. First the player has the
possibility to answer the question, then the VR-Friend gets its chance. Depending on
concentration and mood it is able to answer the question or not. VR-Friend’s mood depends
on the players answers before and a lot of other information out of the games schedule.
Positive and negative reactions are graphical visible such as “normal” actions as e.g. blinking.
A very important part for motivation is a list of the best teams. The virtual partner is sensitive
for this kind of motivation, too. The better the position in the list, the higher the mood and as
a consequence the possibility of correct answers. For this list a scoring is used, which counts
the correct answers of the human player double than the correct answers of VR-Friend.
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2 System Architecture

2.1 General Specification
As usual in Web based software “VR-Friends” is built up modular. The way of data flow is
symbolised with pointers. If data flow is bi-directional this is  illustrated with an double
directed pointer.

2.1.1 First Description of Modules

VR-Friend
VR-Friend module is one of the two front end modules. In this module all graphic and
acoustic data concerning the virtual partner is presented to the user. Rate of concentration and
VR-Friends mood are processed here. A very important visible part will be the decision if
VR-Friend is “knowing” the answer.

VR-Friend reactions
This module contains the source data of all reactions, the individual virtual partner is able to
do. Here all the graphic data is stored.

Figure 2-1 Basic module concept
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VR-Friend status
As we want a friend to remember the last meetings this information has to be stored
somewhere. It is very important, that this module has to embody the status (rate of
concentration and mood) of each team. We see that user identification will be necessary as a
presumption for the remembering process of VR-Friend.

These tree modules belong to the VR-Friend part of the project and are designed and
performed by my colleague Werner Antensteiner. So I abstain detailed formulations and
descriptions here. The important communication channels will be described later in this
thesis. A student doing his software project, Oliver Schluga, is building the wizards for
manipulation of the data modules. In my part of the project he will supply an easy authoring
and editing tool for K-module writers.
We will now concentrate on my part, the  learning engine.

Game Show
This module is the second front end and will be visible parallel to the VR-Friend. In this
section the quiz show will run. The questions will be presented here and all user interactions
will be processed by this central part. As the two front ends have to be applets the
communication between this two modules is relatively simple to implement.  The virtual
partner will get the information whether the user has answered correctly or not. After first
reactions the result of the decision process whether VR-Friend is able to answer the question
or not is told to the Game Show module. In this front-end module the answers of VR-Friend
have to be visualised. The single information “able to answer” or “not able to answer” will
not satisfy the user. Out of this we have to implement some VR-Friend actions in the Game-
Show applet. In this state of process a cursor for pointing and doing the plain text writing is
planned.

Quizmaster
As in real life somebody will have to decide, which questions are asked and to check whether
the answers are right or wrong. Basically the process will run this way:

Welcome the team
Repeat
  Take a question out of K-module
  Put question and answering section to Game Show module
  Check user’s answer
  If answer is wrong then
    Inform user and VR-Friend
    Check VR-Friends answer
    If VR-Friends answer is wrong then
      Show correct answer
    Else confirm answer and add 1 point
  Else confirm answer and add 2 points
Until user interrupts or session end reached
Actualise list of winners and present it

It is very important, that questions are asked only once per session, as the user will get bored
otherwise. In different sessions the questions have to be asked some times for internalising
knowledge. After this short introduction we will have a further more detailed look on this
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topic. For system architecture we will have a further look on several possibilities for
placement of quizmaster module. On first sight all positions between front end and server side
seem available. As in some other important questions we will handle this topic later.

K-modules
K-module stands for knowledge module and is besides VR-Friend reactions the second large
data base necessary for our system. Specialists will be able to author these modules for
relevant and good formulated questions in every imaginable direction of human knowledge. It
will be necessary to allow questions in multiple forms e.g. text questions with multiple choice
answering section or plain text answering, pictures with clickable areas or perhaps sound files
or animations as basis for asking.
Additional some kind of background information and “bonus”  animations must be stored
somewhere. We will have to specify, if bonus animations should arise like advertising spots
on TV or if they should be linked to correct user answers to one or more questions. For
authoring and maintenance of these K-modules wizard tools will be available for establishing
and editing these modules.

History
We mentioned that we all like our friend remembering some old events. If we call our system
a friend it has to remember all the past meetings and actions. The virtual partner can motivate
the user at questions which were already asked but answered wrong. (“Don’t you remember,
we have seen this problem ...”) Old known questions, which are only asked to avoid random
right answers, can be commented with phrases like “Hey, these are peanuts for you, aren’t
these?”.
A much more necessary aspect is to keep the users attention. Generally a user will be more
patient when playing a game than when being aware of learning. But it is imaginable, that any
user will get nervous, if one single question is asked each time, the user plays. So it is
important to avoid questions, which were already asked some times. Nevertheless there is a
necessity in repeating questions as the user will learn by repetition. So some schedule has to
be designed and implemented.
As VR-Friends will be a net based software we will have to reduce memory requirement to a
minimum as the amount of users will stay variable.

2.1.2 Description of Data Flow

Up from now I will concentrate on the Game-Show part of VR-Friends. There are some very
interesting ways of data flow.

VR-Friend ⇔ Game Show
As mentioned above the communication to VR-Friend will happen in the front end section.
Out of the first project objective the connection between these two modules should contain
two types of information. First type is the information from Game Show module to VR-
Friend whether the user could answer the question correctly. Second type is the acknowledge
of VR-Friend, in which it reports whether VR-Friend will answer the question or not.
Certainly we can find some other valuable information to be transferred in this channel. For
some motivating aspects VR-Friend should know, when the question is presented to the user.
From this time a counter should run to enable VR-Friend to know users thinking time. If this
time gets too high VR-Friend can assume, that the user will not be able to answer the
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question. In this point VRF could take over control and calculate the answer. Some additional
reactions are possible.
We could additionally think on including the data transfer History to VR-Friend into this data
stream. The amount of information out of History-module is too high to be of interest to VR-
Friend. Only the data concerning the actual question is necessary during the quiz.
Nevertheless for some additional start-up data the channel History – VR-Friend is valuable.

Quizmaster ⇔ Game Show
Information flow between these two modules will be the question and answer section data in
one direction and the users answer with all its parameters in the other direction. After
Quizmaster-module has selected an appropriate question this question will be transferred to
Game-Show-module for presentation. Additional data out of History module has to be added,
if we remember that VR-Friend should get this data from Game-Show-module. This
information transfer makes sense, as the Quizmaster selects the question and we have in any
way to tell this question number to VR-Friend, whenever VRF should fetch the history
information itself. The other possibility for data flow is more complicated. VR-Friend would
have to fetch historic information a further time from history module, though this information
is already present in Quizmaster-module.

Quizmaster ⇔ History
I have to point out, that more information and the reasons for the History module will be
described in the next chapter. Now we only debate the information stream between these
modules. Data of past sessions will be stored in History module. This information is valuable
for question selection and will be transferred to quizmaster-module out of this reason. On the
other hand the actual data will be used for updating the History-module. In this data stream
users answers to each question will be delivered to History-module for storage.

K-module ⇒ Quizmaster
After initialising data like the number of questions in the special K-module, the author and
other details the selected question number will be put to K-module as request for the question
data. We have to concern that not only the question section will make out this data stream, but
answer type and data and reactions on right or wrong answers will also be delivered to
Quizmaster through this channel. As the structure of K-module is not clear up to now the
information flow can not be described in further detail. Some test arrangements will show,
which of the following possibilities will be chosen. We will have to clear if all reaction
information should be fetched before presenting the question on the one hand. This would
have the consequence, that some data had been transferred for nothing. With this method the
waiting time between one question and the next will be higher. On the other hand we could
request this reaction data after user interaction, but in this case the user will have to wait some
time after answering. As a third possibility we could see the reaction information retrieval
during users thinking time. As mentioned above only performance tests will point out the best
way.
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3 Question Selection

3.1 The “History” Question
Positioning our software as a game we have to consider to hide our ambitions to get the user
aware of learning. Let us have a look how the procedure is in a “real life” game show? The
quizmaster asks questions and the team has to find the answer. In one specific show the
questions have to be different. In some other shows it is possible, that a question reappears. If
the questions are already well known it is urgent to get some new questions.
Now let us consider our web based quiz show. When you think on the rapidly growing
dimensions of the web, storage of user information out of a game seems impossible. Too
much people are supposed to take part on such web based games. Enormous amounts of data
seem to be waiting for storage. On the other hand a virtual friend without memory for
remembering has the same appeal  as a rubber glove. We will have to take the golden middle
way. Let us consider some possibilities for organising the questions and for storing some
history data.

Advantages Disadvantages
1. We have n
questions in a K-
module and ask all n
questions in random
order

C No history memory needed
C Easy to implement

D No remembering
D Boring endless repeating

questions
D No new questions up from

playing the 2nd time
2. We have n
questions and f>n
formulations and ask
any formulation of n
questions

C Some new formulations at
repeated playing

C No history memory needed

D Only random chance on a new
formulation

D Difficulties in formulating
questions multiple

3. We have n
questions and ask
random chosen q<n

C No history memory needed
C Some new questions appear

D There could be questions
never asked even when
playing often, this knowledge
is never presented

D Some questions could appear
too frequently

4. The drawer model
(see description below)

C Questions are repeated
definable times

C System is informed about
users reaction on each
question

C New questions appear
C All questions get asked

(some time)
C Multiple formulations

possible

D Memory for history needed
D Some effort for

implementation

Table 3-1 Question selection methods in comparison
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If we only count the number of advantages and
disadvantages in Table 3-1 we can see, which solution has
to be taken. The above cited gold middle would be the
drawer model, which will be the appropriate solution for
our question selection.
We strictly have to bear in mind, that the amount of data
must be as small as possible. We also could think on some
expiring of history data, which doesn’t seem to be needed
again.
Let me now describe the taken possibility:

3.2 The Drawer Model

3.2.1 Basic Scheme of Drawer Model

For the following scheme we need some variables:
Number of drawers .... k
Actual drawer’s number .... i
Number of questions in drawer i .... j

The drawers K are numbered from K[1] to K[k].
The algorithm starts with all questions in drawer K[k]

 Repeat
   for i:=1 to k do
     for j:=1 to #questions in K[i] do
       ask question F[j]
       if F[j] answered right then F[j] í K[max(1,i-1)]
                              else F[j] í K[n]
 until all questions in K[1]

Let us have a look on figure 3.1 for more detailed explanation.
As we can see in the procedure above initial state is built with
all questions in drawer K[k], here symbolised with red colour
filling.  If a question located in this drawer is answered right it
is placed in drawer K[k-1]. In the next session this question is
asked out of drawer K[k-1]. If it is answered right again this
puts this question in drawer K[k-2] and after n-1 repetitions in
drawer K[1]. If every questions are in K[1] this symbolises the
final state.
If in any drawer the question is answered wrong it is put in K[k]
again. This method leads to an above-average approach of
wrong answered questions in the whole learning process. This
seems very useful for our means. Questions unknown to the
user get repeated more probably than known questions.
Nevertheless it is necessary to repeat known questions some
times to avoid random hits. The amount of minimal correct

Figure 3-1 Drawer scheme 1

K[k]

K[k-1]

K[k-2]

K[1]
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answers on a question can be regulated with n. This variable can be different from one K-
module to another.

As you may already think this is only the first concept and it has it’s disadvantages. The first
negative aspect is the structured approach of questions in a later session. The well known
questions will ever be asked together and this could lead to a combined approach with no
reason in the knowledge itself. For avoiding this fact we should think on random selection of
questions.
The second disadvantage is more severe. In this model all questions are asked until the very
last question is answered right n-1 times. Here we have a similar problem as in the first
possibility in Table 1. The questions are asked too often. For learning repetition is very
important, but I already mentioned: VR-Friends is a Game. Now we have to make the user
think that he is playing a game. We should not have too much repetitions, because gamblers
get bored very soon.

3.2.2 Drawer Scheme with Disappearing
Questions

To avoid multiple repetition it seems obvious to mark a known question (in our
words: question in K[1]) and ask it no more. But let me show some troubles

arising with this plan. We did ask all questions n in our basis scheme. As we
mentioned before competition will be a motivating fact for the game player. As the
number of right answered questions is used for calculating the teams points the

number of questions asked may not be changed. On the other hand we could give points
for each question which has reached K[1] to avoid this unfairness. This would mean that

users playing often would have a large sum of bonus points without answering one
single question. Now a beginner could get demotivated, as it would be very difficult to get in
upper dimensions of the hit list.

3.2.3 Drawer Model with Reduced Question Set

We thought about asking less questions than available and had the problem that without
history control some questions could be asked too often and others could never get through
quizmasters hands. With drawer model some new aspects approach for this idea.
Let me describe the used variables:
Total number of questions .... n
Number of questions asked in one session .... q
Count of actual question .... i
Number of actual question .... j
Number of drawers .... k

In the initial state all questions are in K[k]
For i=1 to q do
  Get random question j
  If question j was not asked in this session then
    Check the drawer of j
    If drawer(j) > 1 then
      ask question j
  if answer is right then decrease drawer(j)
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        else set drawer(j)=k
      mark question j as asked
next q

One obstacle still remains. Our old known problem with the disappearing questions is not
solved up to now. If the number of questions in K[1] is higher than n-q this algorithm will not
terminate as there are less than q questions left which can be asked.

3.2.4 Drawer Model with Standard Number of
Questions

We can  manage this lack of questions per taking some out of K[1] randomly.
Now an additional aspect arises. What should happen, if the user answers
such a question wrong? Normally he had never again seen this question as
he already answered it right k-1 times without an error between. Now a
wrong answer could have one of the following reasons.
1. The user forgot the answer.
2. The user is not alone and another person answered for him.
3. The user had very good luck and answered this question right several times.
To point 1 we have to  notice that results can be very old in our history data. This could be a
hint that we should update our history some times. For first thoughts this will only stay a
thought in background. Some day an additional back-end feature could analyse such cases and
we will be concerned with that again.
If point 2 comes in action we have some troubles in handling, as a software can (without
optical input) not control, if there are some different physical people simulating one user. If
competition is big it could be possible, that teams combined of some students will participate
on our web game on one terminal, but this will not be a problem for us at all. A negative
answer out of this case should be handled by putting this question in K[k] again, as the user
has to learn it out of our ambition in teaching. This method seems to be very efficient for the
third reason mentioned above, too. If the user doesn’t know the answer the question has to be
asked some more times.
I have clearly to notify, that it will be not a standard case to ask questions out of K[1]. This is
only necessary if there are too less questions remaining what means, that this is a repeated
time, the user plays with the same VRF this special K-module.
Let me now specify, how this verbal expressed algorithm will look in pseudo code.

R:= number of questions in K[2] .. K[k]
mark all questions as unasked
for i:=1 to min(q , R) do
  get random question j
  if question j was not asked in this session then
    check the drawer of j
    if drawer(j) > 1 then
      ask question j
  if answer is right then decrease drawer(j)
         else set drawer(j)=k
      mark question j as asked
next i

if R<q then
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  for i:=q to R do
    get random question j
    if question j was not asked in this session then
  ask question j

if answer is wrong then set drawer (j)=k
mark question j as asked

  next i

Let me summarise now. We can be sure, that always the
same number of questions will be asked to be fair to all
users. In one session no question will appear twice. In some
later sessions the questions will be asked again to improve
the internalisation of the knowledge. After the question is
answered correctly some times it will never be asked again
to avoid boring the user. The only exception of this manner
will come into effect, if there are too few questions
remaining.

3.3 Different Question Scoring

3.3.1 Intentions

Generally we can say, that it is better for the users learning process, when simple questions
are asked before the game show goes into the real hard regions of the specified K-module.
[Niculescu (1995), p. 26f] Out of this we have to specify, how difficult each question is or
could be for the user. This information is to store with the question data, which means it will
be localised in the same K-module. At question selection we could emphasise the easy
questions and put the harder questions to later sessions. I strictly have to pronounce that no
order is of any sense, as the user would immediately notice this strategy. As Dr. Holzinger
says, some software is only interesting as long it has new aspects. So we have to find a
solution for only emphasising the easy questions without disabling the hard ones.

3.3.2 Basic Emphasising

For instance we could proceed like the following example:
Let me describe the used variables:
Total number of questions .... n
Potential question for asking .... R

Figure 3-2 Final drawer model
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Random value for selection .... r
Difficulty of each question .... d in a range from 1 (easiest) to 5 (hardest)

R:= number of questions in K[2] .. K[k]
D:= 0
for i=1 to R do
  d:= difficulty of question i
  D:= D + (6-d)
take random value r between 1 and D
D:= 0
i:= 0
while D<r do
  i:= i+1
  D:= D+d
end do
ask question i

Here we increase the probability for easy questions. As you can see in the line D:=D+(6-
d)each question chance gets repeated direct proportional to its easiness. A question with
difficulty 1 will appear on a 5 points range in the random field space, a very hard question
with difficulty 5 will appear only on a 1 point space.

3.3.3 Weighted Emphasising

It never could be bad to declare some factor, how important this emphasising should be. First
of all the K-module author should give some value as default, then we could think of
possibilities for the user to influence this factor. Additional we should modify this
emphasising factor due to the number of sessions, the particular player had with the special K-
module. Out of the drawer model a question has to appear some times (k-1). If we let the
question emphasising at a constant factor, the chance for a harder question is relatively small
in the first k-1 sessions. As a logical consequence we have to reduce the factor at later
sessions. Some study, how often a user will play VR-Friends with the same K-module will be
necessary here to optimize our solution.
As another aspect we should consider, if it would be better for users self consciousness, if
difficult questions count more credit points, too. The degree could be presented at the same
time as the question or even before for an extra motivation of the user. E.g. “Now you’re
gonna answer a 10 points question! Get ready for this!”. Now we see, that it would be

Figure 3-3 Emphasising of easy questions

3 5 4 1 4 5

Range for random number: 1-14

Difficulty

Question number           1          2        3               4                 5        6
Probability in %           22         7       14             36               14       7
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convenient to have a possibility to put more weight on hard questions, as these questions will
count more credit points.

3.4 The Troubles with Audio-only
Questions

Questions can be
formulated in various
types, e.g. in text,
picture or audio. The
last type has to be
considered closer. Let
us have a look on
human ability to
observe the physical
environment with the
different sense organs
first.

The data for these
figures were made
1967 by Mr. Treichler.
Newer research in this
area says, that the
situation should not be
seen that simple. The
positive aspect of more
than one sense organ in
learning is not definite
and can not be shown
in percentages directly.
The effect of a
combination of more
than one sense organ in
a learning process will
depend on individual
sensing ability and
actual tasks. [Klimsa
(1995), p. 12]
Nevertheless,
questions, which use
multimedia, show
positive aspects for
every user and are very

Figure 3-4 Human learning by different senses

Figure 3-5 Different human remembering ability
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valuable for our system.

It makes sense to ask questions as pure audio formulation, because this enhances brain links
between optic and acoustic section. Now we have to think of computers which are not able to
reproduce sound files and situations, where sound is nearly impossible, e.g. in classrooms or
computer rooms on university. Additionally to a switch off option for sound output this
problem has effects on question selection. On the one hand questions with pure audio have to
be rejected if no sound output is possible, on the other hand these questions have to be forced
if sound output is possible and not switched off.
In combination with our discussion about the drawer model in part 3.2 we have to create a
method about these audio questions. Imagine a situation, where the user does some sessions
without sound-output. In a later session, where sound output is possible the questions with
audio background will concentrate, as a lot of other questions got already in drawer K[1] and
should not be asked once more. In this session (and the next ones) the user is confronted with
a lot of audio and the intended mixture of question types gets lost a little. As we have no
means for controlling users possibility to have sound supply this trouble is out of our
influence. What we positively can get out of this view is a hint for K-module editors to not
forget on users, who are not equipped with sound facilities. K-module editors will have to
create enough questions without necessary sound output for keeping VR-Friends looking like
a game. In extreme cases we could have a situation of less than q questions without audio
necessity, speaking in the variables of section 3.2. That is a problem which can only be
avoided by the K-module creating wizard.

Out of this technical aspect it will be of some use to keep the number of questions in one
session (q) adjustable. I can imagine, that out of psychological aspects the optimal number of
questions can differ from one science to another what expressed the same need for our
software. We will have to take care about this when we specify the structure of K-modules.

In discussions with the VR-Friend team we decided to avoid audio-only questions
generally in specification and implementation. So, dear reader, take this part 3.4 as
additional thought in specification process.!
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4 Project Specification

4.1 Basic Background for Project
Specification, the Language ML

4.1.1 A First Overview

Primarily we have to say, that a specification should be as general as possible in its syntax. As
second important fact we need a facility, which supplies all the necessary detail possibilities,
we need.
Some programming languages offer very interesting detail solutions for implementation, but
what we need is a “specification language”.
Nothing would match our needs better than a kind of functional language. As a telematics
student learns some interesting languages during the studies, it is important to not forget, what
these languages can be used for. One of the recent developed languages which satisfies our
needs is “Standard ML of New Jersey”.
As I like this language in its approach and as it is very suitable for specifications I have
decided to use it for the specifications in my diploma thesis. Now it is necessary, that I
describe the features and the approach of ML and programs or program parts written in ML.

4.1.2 Basic Description of Standard ML

First I have to point out, that ML has a lot more of features, than we need. Let me show you
some of them, mainly inspired of [Ullman 1994, pp 1]:
• Functional Language: ML is primarily a functional language, meaning that the basic mode

of computation is the construction and application of functions. Functions can be defined
by the user as in conventional languages, by writing code for the function. But it is also
possible to treat functions as values and compute new functions from them with operators
like function compositions.

• Polymorphism: ML supports polymorphism, which is the ability of a function to take
arguments of various types with similar properties, such as “list of integers”, “list of
strings” or “list of multiple choice questions”. As more modern languages like the later
introduced JAVA support polymorphism, too, it is very convenient to be able to use
polymorph definitions.

• Abstract data types: ML supports abstract data types through an elegant type system, with
the ability to construct new types and constructs that restricts the access to objects of a
given type to a fixed set of operations, defined for that type. I think this sentence reminds
you on a lot of introductions to object oriented programming languages, and indeed it is
very similar. Certainly the solution for any specification is independent of the
specification style, but it seems very convenient to me, to have a specification in a
language, which fits relatively close related to modern, highly developed programming
languages.
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• Recursion: ML strongly encourages recursion, since loops are extremely limited in ML.
This will have no influence on our work, as we need ML only for specification. I have to
stress, that recursion is a very noble approach for programming, but in specification we
will hardly need it.

• Higher-order functions: ML supports higher order functions, that means that functions can
be passed as arguments. I will not need this very powerful feature, nevertheless.

4.1.3 Datatypes and Operators

Let me very shortly describe the standard datatypes, which are very similar to standard
datatypes in a lot of programming languages.
• Integers: Integers are not limited as in other languages, a positive integer is represented as

a string of one or more digits, such as 0, 1234, or 11111001111. The memory aspect and
out of this limitation a maximum or minimum value are no restrictions. A negative integer
is formed by placing the unary minus sign, which is the tilde (~), not a dash, in front of the
digits, such as ~1234.

• Reals: An ML real consists of
a) an optional ~,
b) a string of one or more digits, and
c) one or both of the following elements: a decimal point and one or more digits or the
letter E, an optional ~ and one or more digits.

• Booleans: Booleans may only have the values true and false. Please note on this
position, that ML is case-sensitive, so these constants must be written in lowercase.

• Strings: Strings are quoted character strings, like “quoted” or “c u 2morrow”. Certain
special characters are represented as in the language C, where the backslash (\) serves as
an escape character.

Arithmetic operators
The arithmetic operators of ML are similar to those of Pascal or C: There are:
1. The low-precedence “additive” operators, +,-,
2. The high-precedence “multiplicative” operators, *, / (division of reals), div (division of

integers), and mod (the remainder of integer division) and
3. The highest precedence unary minus operator, ~.

String operators
We may not apply the arithmetic operators to string operands, There is one operator that
applies to strings and only to strings: The operator ^ stands for concatenation of strings; it has
the precedence of an additive operator.

Comparison Operators
The standard comparison operators are part of the ML repertoire. These are: =, <, >, <=, >=,
and <>. They can be used to compare integers, reals or strings. In the case of strings < means
alphabetical precedence in the alphabetical order.
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Logical Operators
The operators, which handle boolean values and calculate boolean output are in ML named
andalso for the logical AND, orelse for the logical OR and not for the negation.

4.1.4 Variables and Identifiers

Some differences to other programming languages arise here. In ML computing usually does
not have a side-effect, what means that results are not necessarily stored anywhere. So
variables normally do not chance their values, with the exception of arrays and references,
which we will not need.
So let us see a variable as an identifier combined with a type and a hold value of the specified
type. The identifier is bound to some restrictions, which we might know from other
languages. An identifier may not contain characters as ( ) [ ] { } “ , ; .
So called “white space” characters as blank, tab and new-line can not be part of identifiers, of
course. And as you probably guessed the “operator characters” as +, - and so on can also not
be part of any identifier.

4.1.5 Tuples and Lists

Some people say, that the most striking feature of ML is, that it is a list oriented programming
language. What I want to add to this public opinion is, that lists are very convenient to handle
in ML, but ML is more than a list oriented language.

Tuples
A tuple is collection of a special number of values, each of a special, not necessarily the same,
type. Let me give you an example: (“mother”, 17.4, 3) could be a tuple of the type (string *
real * int). The * has nothing to do with multiplication here, it is only a sign of tuple
formation. Generally a product type is formed from two or more types T1, T2, ... Tn by
putting *’s between them, as T1 * T2 * ...* Tn.
To help you understanding the necessity of tuples please think on record structures in other
programming languages or rows in database tables and so on.
You see that tuples can be defined very easy in ML.
As we have one part of combined values we soon want to combine more such parts in any
organised set or array or list or whatever. As I mentioned above ML supports lists very well.

Lists
Primarily a list can be defined by square brackets [ and ]. The elements in the list are
separated by colons. As the main difference between tuples and lists the elements in a list
have to be of the same type.

Constructors and Operators
The value nil is the definition of an empty list. A pair of brackets [ ] do mean the same.
A list can be seen as a combination of the first element and the rest of the list. In ML this is
represented by head :: tail, where head is the first element and tail is the rest of the list. This
sign :: is named cons for constructor, as every time ML will se an approach of a :: b it will
handle a as element and b as list of elements of the type of a.
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As the constructor combines the first element with the rest of the list there are two most
important functions, which separate the first element and the tail of the list. The first element
can be gained with hd, the tail of the list with tl.
For concatenation of Lists there is one more operator: @. As you see, ML programmers do
need this character not only for emails.

4.1.6 Type Definitions

As you have seen, ML has only few standard types, so that we will want to define more
complex data structures in our solutions. The first we have to learn is the keyword type. It
declares not more than an abbreviation for other well-known types.
type <identifier>=<type expression>
With this keyword we can combine standard types to tuples and have a special type name for
it. An example could be a tuple of string * int, when we want to store a count of words in a
document. So we could define:
type count = (string * int).
Another very important keyword is datatype. In addition with the | sign we can build a simple
enumeration type, e.g. a type weekday, which can be a Monday, Tuesday and so on could be
defined by
datatype weekday = Monday |  Tuesday |  Wednesday | Thursday |

Friday | Saturday | Sunday;

4.1.7 Functions in ML

Programming means to define functions and applying it to arguments. The simplest form of
function declaration is:
fun <identifier>(<parameter tuple>) = <expression>;
Please note, that the function takes a domain type (which is here the type of the parameter
tuple) and “produces” a range type, which is implicitly defined by the expression, which
follows the declaration. Here is a difference to other programming languages, where the
“return type” has to be declared before the function’s definition.

4.1.8 Structures and Signatures

Generally a structure is a collection of datatypes, values and functions. It is used to build a
logical unity for some information and definition.
Now we have to make a big step away from the programming language ML to the use as
specification language. The means for the new approach is the signature. Simply seen the
signature gives the type of a structure. The primary form of a signature is
sig <specifications> end
Some important types for specifications are listed below:
• type, which is used as explained above
• eqtype, which expands the keyword type by the fact, that the declared type must be an

equality type. That means, that we have a possibility to check, if two instances of this type
are equal or not.

• exception, which describes an abnormal termination of the underlying software
structure

• val, which can represent an ordinary variable or a function. In the second case the
keyword val is followed by an identifier, a colon and a type description.

 [Ullman 1994, pp 149]
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4.2 Specification of Learning Machine
Modules

In the progress of specification we saw, that it is necessary to separate the questions out of a
K-module from the questions for the user-feeling. Therefore I initiated a new database-
module “UserFeeling”. The appropriate questions and answers are stored in this module.
Another “new” database is the “Ranking”-module. As I wrote in first description part, the
motivation is a very important aspect for our project. The ranking lists used for web-wide
competition are stored in this database.
Attentive readers will recognize, that the History-module is no longer connected to VR-
Friend-Display. My colleague Werner Antensteiner and I came for conviction, that all
information out of History-module is given to VR-Friend-part by the Learning-Machine part.
So the connection between History-module and VR-Friend-Display is no longer necessary.
One more new module has to be explained here: “Interrupted Sessions”. We can not take for
sure, that every session is completed. Some possible interrupts could be network-breakdowns
or user-controlled interrupts. As I have pointed out, that the remembering of VR-Friend is
very important for his approach as friend we have to save the information of an interrupted
session. The detailed process is described later.

4.2.1 Specification of Learning Modules (K-
modules)

One learning module contains four different information parts:
1. Questions
2. Answers
3. Reactions
4. general and start-up information.

Figure 4-1 Module overview with all databases
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The most significant detail is, that questions and answers are stored apart. The reasons are
simple: questions can have some different approaches and answers can have, too. Especially
at answers some parts can be existent multiple. (e.g. when you think on buttons with the
related text)

signature Kmodule = sig

datatype Questiontypes =
plaintext |
text&image |
text&sound |
text&animation;

The datatype Questiontypes is used to store the different
types of questions and reactions. Principally the questions
can only differ in the additional multimedia – file, which is
added to bring better effect to the special question. We
agreed on putting no effort on audio-only questions and in
differentiating between the other types in specification.
Nevertheless this approach is convenient for preparing the
graphic situation during downloading of additional data.
 The same can be said for all types of reactions. This
means for us, that reactions can have the same types as
questions.

datatype Question = {
Question_ID: int,
Question_Type:

Questiontypes,
Questiontext: string,
Difficulty: int,
Additional_URL: string,
Additional_Info: int};

The identifier guarantees the correct relation to the
appropriate answer. The Questiontext is the basic
formulation of the question. Additional to the questions
type and the additional multimedia URL the difficulty and
the additional information are stored for a question. The
latter is internally expressed by an reaction. Reactions are
described later. The difficulty is taken for emphasising
some questions and for higher scoring correct answers on
more difficult questions.

datatype Reaction = {
Reaction_ID: int,
Reaction_Type:

Questiontypes,
Reactiontext: string,
Reaction_URL: string};

All reactions from additional information on questions to
reactions on correct answers or generally on answers are
stored in a list of this datatype. Reactions can be of the
same type as questions. Depending on the type of the
special reaction the Reaction_URL is optional.

datatype Answertypes =
Text&Inputfield |
Clickable Areas |
Checkboxes |
Radiobuttons;

Answers are more difficult to describe. Please note, that
Answertype is only the description, of which type a special
part of the answer is. A multiple choice question will have
more buttons than one, generally, and supplying only one
clickable area in a picture would probably not serve the
learning module author’s needs. But the data organisation
of the answer parts is described in all details later.

datatype Answer = {
Answer_ID: int,
Type: Answertypes,
Answerstring: string,
Reaction_True: int,
Reaction_False: int};

In a first table the identifier of the answer, which connects
it to the appropriate question and some general information
to this answer is stored. To each question exactly one entry
of the type answer will exist. A text field will be necessary
to the most answer types. (e.g. “One or more possibilities
may be correct.”) The reaction on a correct or wrong
answer is stored only once, too. For the answer details
some more tables are necessary.

datatype Textanswer = {
Answer_ID: int,
Part_Number: int,
Answerstring: string,

The first answer type is text and input field. As there can
be more input fields necessary as mentioned above, we
need a number, showing, which part this special record
presents. All the possible answers are in one string for
saving some space. The different answers are separated by
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Answers: string}; semicolons.

datatype Polygon = {
Polygon_ID: int,
Point_Number: int,
x: int,
y: int};

For storing clickable areas we will need some data
structure for polygons. To not use more space than
necessary every record of this type Polygon will represent
one point of a polygon with its x and y coordinates. As in
polygons with more than three points a simple set of points
will not identify only one polygon it is necessary to store
the precedence of the points, describing the polygon.

datatype Areaanswer = {
Answer_ID: int,
Polygon_ID: int,
Correct: boolean,
Reaction: int};

Now we have a look on clickable areas. Each record of this
type represents one clickable area. Polygon_ID shows the
appropriate polygon for the location of the special
clickable area. Each of these clickable areas can be part of
the correct answer or, if a special reaction to an area is
intended, a different wrong answer.
Please remember here: general reactions on correct or
wrong answers are stored in the datatype Answer. Only for
reactions on special regions in the picture an entry in this
Reaction field is necessary. So we can handle different
ways of wrong answers in this answer type. It is quite
simple: each different area has to get an own entry of the
type Areaanswer with the appropriate polygon and
reaction.

datatype buttonanswer = {
Answer_ID: int,
Buttonnumber: int,
Buttontext: string,
Correct: boolean,
Reaction_on_True: int,
Reaction_on_False: int};

Checkboxes and radio buttons do only differ in approach.
It would be possible to save some memory by storing the
correct answer at radio buttons only once, but the structure
would be more complex out of this. As we talk about some
(you know, 7±2) booleans I think we can take this memory
afford. A text has to be presented near each button and the
supply of different reactions on checkboxes marked or not
found the need of the fields Reaction_on_True and
Reaction_on_False.

datatype General_Info = {
ID:int,
Name: string,
Description: string,
Startup-Reation: int,
StaticFrame: string,
BGmusic: string,
Questions_per_Session: int,
Question_Emphasising: int,
Drawers: int,
Language_ID: int};

Last but not least we need a storage possibility for general
information. The modules name and description, the
reaction on start-up, two URLs for an graphic frame and
the special background music are located in this datatype.
The author may configure, how much questions should be
asked in one session and how large the question
emphasising should be at the first time, a user is playing.
The number of drawers can be adjusted to the authors
wishes.
As Keith Andrews points out in several publications
consistency is very important for a software product. To
achieve language consistency between the knowledge
module and the user interface the modules language has to
be stored. [Andrews 1995, p8]

datatype Kmodule = {
General_Info: Generalinfo,
Questions: Question list,
Reactions: Reaction list,
Answers: Answer list,
Textanswers:

Textanswer list,
Polygons: Polygon list,
Areaanswers:

Areaanswer list,
Checkboxanswers:

Buttonanswer list,

For an knowledge module we need one entry of the type
General_Info and several elements of the other types. I use
the list construction here. In a database these entries would
be rows in different tables.
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Radiobuttonanswers:
Buttonanswer list};

end

Example: Simple text question and single answer field
I think some examples are really necessary here. Let us take the most simple question and
answer type for the first try. The question is text-only and reads: “How many bits has a
byte?”. This means, that we have one entry of type Question:

Question_ID = 1,
Question_Type = plaintext,
Questiontext = ”How many bits has a byte?”,
Difficulty = 1,
Additional_URL = “”,
Additional_Info = 0;

We have set the difficulty to 1, which means per definition the easiest possible value. In text
only questions we do not need any additional image or sound-file, so the additional URL is
empty. No additional information is supplied to this question, so the Additional_Info value is
zero.
Now for the answer: The first possibility for the answer section to this question is a simple
input field. So we have one entry of the type Answer:

Answer_ID = 1,
Type = Text&Inputfield,
Answerstring = “”,
Reaction_True = 0,
Reaction_False = 0;

This entry seems do contain not really much. There is no general text to be presented before
the input field. We have no reactions, neither on correct answer (Reaction_True = 0), nor on
wrong answer (Reaction_False = 0). The only important value is the answer type. As it is
“Text&Inputfield” we have to look for a “Textanswer”. It reads:

Answer_ID = 1,
Part_Number = 1,
Answerstring = “”,
Answers = “8”;

Here is the information, which answer would be correct. A possible layout of this question
could be:

How many bits has a byte?

You might think, that there is a lot of overhead for storing a that simple question with a more
simple answer. But the structure has to be able to include much more complicated questions.

|
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Example: text with gaps to fill
Imagine the following situation: We want the user to fill some gaps in a supported text.
Additional we want to present a reaction on correct or wrong answer. First we need one entry
of type Question:

Question_ID = 2,
Question_Type = plaintext,
Questiontext = ””,
Difficulty = 2,
Additional_URL = “”,
Additional_Info = 0;

Now the question part is nearly empty. We have the question type information, but nearly
nothing else. There is no additional URL, no additional information, there is not even a
question text. Let us have a look on the answer entry:

Answer_ID = 2,
Type = Text&Inputfield,
Answerstring = “Please fill the gaps:”,
Reaction_True = 1,
Reaction_False = 2;

Okay, the general answer text is “Please fill the gaps:” and we have the numbers of the
reactions to present after answering the question, but where is the question?
We have to look in the list of Textanswers and we will find some entries:

Answer_ID = 2,
Part_Number = 1,
Answerstring = “One byte has ”,
Answers = “8;eight”;

Answer_ID = 2,
Part_Number = 2,
Answerstring = “bits and each bit can have one of”,
Answers = “2;two”;

Answer_ID = 2,
Part_Number = 3,
Answerstring = “states.”,
Answers = “”;

Let me show you a possible layout of this question before I explain the structure:

Please fill the gaps:

One byte has     bits and each bit can have one of        states.

Some details are interesting here. We have three entries of type textanswer. As you can see in
the rendering the first and the second part is followed by an input field. As there is no input

|
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field necessary after the third part we have to tell this to the presentation software. It is done
by simply leaving the Answers value empty.
For more than one correct answer we used the semicolon to separate the different correct
parts. ( “8;eight” ). So the user can either answer “8” or “eight” and both answers will be
right.

4.2.2 User Feeling Module

A very important part of the whole project is to research the users feeling about the software
system and the users mental position generally. Possible questions in this field are:
• “Do you like this VR-Friend?” (answer possibilities between “I like it very much” and “I

don’t like it at all”)
• “Did you learn some interesting facts here?” (answer possibilities between “Indeed, I

did!” and “Not at all!”)
• “How do you feel at the moment?” (answer possibilities between “Very well, thank you”

and “I am in a very bad mood now”)
We want to establish a possibility for automatic information retrieval, so that manual inquiries
are not necessary any longer. The structure for the questions has to be different to the possible
question structures in the knowledge base. The appropriate question style for these questions
is the rating scale. As already used in the examples above there is a text for the first
possibility and another text for the last. Between these extremes there can be some other
possible answers. The number of such answers is most odd, because the user can choice a
middle value. So mostly the number of answer capabilities will be 5 or 7.
In special cases it could be intended to get a “yes” or “no” of the user, so the number of
possible answers has to be even. To be flexible the number can be set and is stored to each
question.
Rating scales are mostly presented horizontal, but sometimes it could be better to have a
vertical presentation. Especially when you think on emotions a upper most value for an
elation or the deepest value for a depression will be a better  approach than a horizontal
rendering.
The answers to these questions have to be stored for further processing.

signature UserFeeling = sig
datatype Question = {

Question_ID: int,
Language_ID: int,
Questiontext: string,
First: string,
Last: string,
Number: int,
Horizontal: boolean};

I already pointed out the importance of language
consistency. Out of this we need to store the language of
each question. Only the first and the last possible answers
have texts near them.

datatype Answer = {
User_ID: int,
Question_ID: int,
Answer: int,
Kmodule_ID: int,
VRFriend_ID: int};

All data of the environment is stored to the answer. The
values are nearly self explaining.

datatype Questions =
Question list;

datatype Answers =
Answer list;
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end;

Example: A horizontal user feeling question
I will use an example from above: our question should be: “Did you learn some interesting
facts here?”. The best answer possibility should be “Indeed, I did!” and the worst “Not at
all!”. We want to have 5 answer steps including the best and the worst answer and the
question should be presented horizontally. We get the following question entry:

Question_ID:1,
Language_ID:1,
Questiontext: ”Did you learn some interesting facts

here?”,
First: ”Indeed, I did!”,
Last:  ”Not at all!”,
Number:5,
Horizontal: true;

A possible rendering could be:

Did you learn some interesting facts here?

Indeed, I did! ..... Not at all!
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

4.2.3 Specification of History Module

The History module exists for storing the information out of drawer model for every user and
for every K-module. This information is needed for question selection. Every time, a session
is completed, a new record has to be stored to history module.

datatype session = {
KmoduleID:int,
UserID:int,
VRFriendID:int,
data: string
played: int};

datatype history = session list;

Perhaps we could save the session without VR-Friend ID,
because our interest lies only on the users performance.
For some other means it could be good to take user and
VRF as team, where we need the information about VR-
Friend.
Let me describe the data string. As we have lower than 8
drawers in our model we need only 3 bits per question and
can out of this reason reduce memory costs. Played will
store, how often the user has played this combination. We
will need this information for decreasing question
emphasising at later sessions.

Generally we have to limit the number of questions in a K-module. In some discussions we
got a maximum question number of 128 to be convenient for our means. This means the
following:
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128 questions * 3 bits/question = 384 bits / 8 = 48 bytes  for one data string.

Additional we should take 4-byte long-integers for the identifiers and a 2-byte integer for
“played”.

48 + 3 * 4 +2 = 62 bytes for one session entry.

We talk about 100 K-modules and 10 different VR-Friends. If now 1000 Users play with all
different VR-Friends all different K-modules we will get memory costs of:

62 bytes * 10 VR-Friends * 100 Modules * 1000 Users ≈ 62 Megabyte.

4.2.4 Storage of Interrupted Sessions

As we saw in different talks in our project group, storing information about interrupted
sessions is very valuable for the users. An automatic removal tool will be most important at
this memory. We can assume, that after some time interrupted sessions are of no more interest
to the user. It is imaginable, that interrupted session memory is deleted after some valid
session entries of the same user. We will need the following data:

datatype questionrw = {
Number: int,
correct: boolean};

datatype interrSession ={
KmoduleID:int,
UserID:int,
VRFriendID:int,
date: date,
q:questionrw list,
points: int};

val InterrSessions:
interrSession list;

We can not only store the drawer number of all questions
here, as we couldn’t know then, which questions had been
asked with which result. So we need the question number
and the information if it was answered right or wrong.

Certainly we need to identify the interrupted session with
the necessary Ids, the list of asked questions is logically
stored. Additional we need the number of game points the
team had reached, because we need some information
about VR-Friends answers and the resulting points.

With this information updated after answering of each question we could supply a continuing
of a suspended game.

4.2.5 Specification of Ranking Lists

The position in the ranking list is very important for VR-Friend’s mood. As it is possible to
calculate from these lists, which K-modules the user had already played it is recommended to
save all positions. We will look on memory aspects later.

I will show you, which information should be stored:
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datatype rankingEntry = {
date: longint,
points: int,
UserID: int,
VRFID: int,
KmoduleID: int};

val rankingEntries:
rankingEntry list;

I assume, that we have some data, combining VR-Friend
ID with a name and the same data connection for a
username.
We could save 2 bytes per record for KmoduleID if we
split this huge list in several lists for several K-modules.
The only question arising here is, how this lower memory
costs produce costs in performance.
We should not forget, that we have to search for all entries
with one UserID for the information to present in the start-
up-page.

Now let us have a look on memory aspects. We will again take the “worst case” or “highest
effort” example of 1000 users, who played with all 10 VR-Friends all 100 K-modules.

one entry has 4 byte + 4 * 2 byte = 12 bytes
12 bytes * 1000 users * 100 K-modules * 10 VR-Friends ≈ 12 Megabytes

This is the memory we need, if we allow only one entry per user-VR-Friend-K-module
combination. If we allow more entries we will have to multiply the memory by the number of
sessions, the user plays in the same combination.

4.2.6 Specification of Quizmaster-Module

As we remember Quizmaster-module is the central communication part. It will fetch question
and answer-data from K-module and historic information from History. It will supply
GameShow-module with question and answering data and History module with detail
information for restoring interrupted sessions. The most important work to do is the question
selection. In this module the storage of actual drawer-situation will happen. Let me specify
this.

Signature Quizmaster =
val n:int;
datatype drawer = array(n,0);

n stands for the number of questions in the token K-
module. ML-array definition builds an array of n elements
and set it all to 0. (which declares the type to be integer)

val D:int;
val emphasisedquest=array(D,0);
val emphasise:

Question.diff list*played
    -> emphasisedquest;

The sum of questions difficulties D is used for question
emphasising besides to the value out of  K-module
definition and the information, how often the user has
played this K-module before.

val getHistory(d:drawer,“”)=d
 |getHistory(d,ds)=split(d,n);

If a historic session information is available, the drawer, in
which each question is, is loaded from data string out of
History module. (which is to split up from 3-bit approach
to an array.

val getenvironment(GI); The environment means number of questions in this
session and so on and is used for session control.

val getsession(brokenSession); The information of a interrupted session is to be loaded
from this function.

val selectquestion:
drawer*empasisedquest
-> ID:int;

Out of drawer-model and question emphasising the
question ID for the next question to ask is calculated.
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val getquestion: ID:int
-> Question;

As the questions are stored in one data structure the
retrieval can be done with this function.

val getanswer: ID:int
-> Answer;

A second retrieval function, which depends on the type of
the answer (see above) has to be formulated for each type.

val addquestion:
KmoduleID:int*
VRFriendID:int*
UserID:int*
q:questionrw*
p:int
-> brokenSession;

As mentioned in definition of storing interrupted session
information update is made after the answering of each
question. The identifiers are needed for correct positioning
of the question number and the answer.
At every update we have to write the actual game points,
because the stored answer does only continue the players
action, not VR-Friend’s.

val supplyquestion: ID:int
-> question;

These two methods are needed for the supply of
GameShow module.

val supplyanswer: ID:int
-> answer;

At supplying the answer we have the same need of
formulating some further supply functions as in answer
retrieval.

val getuseranswer: ID:int
-> correct: boolean;

With this function Quizmaster-Module gets told, if the
user’s answer were correct or wrong.

val getreaction: ID:int
-> reaction;

end;

The reaction data has to be put to GameShow-module. The
same is done with start-up information and background
data.

Please note, that the names for the values are taken from the view of Quizmaster-module, so
that e.g. supplyquestion has to supply the question to the GameShow and e.g. getreaction has
to fetch an reaction element.

4.2.7 Game-Show

The GameShow-module, which is the only front end has to manage the graphic and acoustic
supply and the users input. The graphic layout is to establish, whenever the type of question,
answer or reaction is known. Features have to be installed for enabling the user to hear a
sound file once more or to see an animation again.

To get an consistent approach the Language-ID of K-module has to be used for the buttons
and all other information, which is presented.

Let me list up the elements, which are possible for Game-Show:

static elements

• Icon for Options Menu (especially sound options)
• static frame depending on K-module (graphic surrounding)
• actual number of game points
• actual position in the ranking list (I just don’t know if this is good, psychologically  seen,

because at the beginning the user will start with 0 points at position 1457 or so.)
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question elements (or reaction elements with some restraints)

• Question (text)
• additional picture (frame in appropriate dimension)
• additional sound (Icon “play again”)
• additional animation (frame as for picture and Icon “play again”)
• additional icon if further information is available (“Info-Button” if Question.aInfo<>0)
• timeline (if time should be limited)
• difficulty of actual question
• “Go ahead”-button (only for reaction elements)
• “I really do not know”-button (this is of special interest for false VRF answers)

answer elements

• text (e.g. ”Now click on the special region”)
• text parts and input fields (e.g. “The capital of Austria is _____ and the sight in the

picture is the _____  (built in 1450).”)
• buttons with describing texts (e.g.

¨ Indiana Jones
¨ Terminator
¨ Rocky

• radio buttons (should have some different approach)
• VR-Friend-Cursor (for simulating his answering right by clicking on the right region or

following the auto-typed answer text or clicking the right button(s)).
• “answer ok”-button for all answer types without clickable areas and radio buttons.

Out of the types of question and answer the space will be used differently for the placement of
the elements.
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4.3 Specification of Learning Machine Data
Streams

4.3.1 K-Module – Quizmaster

K-Module will be the data module for the whole game. The established connection will have
the K-Module identifier as parameter.
Quizmaster will fetch the following information:

• General Information
• Question (ID)
• Answer (ID)
• Textanswer (ID)
• Areaanswer (ID)
• Buttonanswer (ID)
• PolyPoints (ID)
• Reactions (ID)

4.3.2 History – Quizmaster

Quizmaster will look for any historic entry of the actual combination user-VRF-Kmodule. If
there is an entry Quizmaster will fetch the appropriate record.

• get Session(UserID, VRFID, KmoduleID)

When a session is complete, this means, when the specified number of questions out of K-
module is reached, Quizmaster has to update History module and calculates the actual record
out of drawer-structure

• put Session(UserID, VRFID, KmoduleID)

4.3.3 InterruptedSessions – Quizmaster

Whenever the quizmaster gets told from start-up-procedure that a interrupted session is to be
continued it has to load it from InterruptedSessions-Module. In this direction Quizmaster
fetches all the available information.

• get Session(UserID, VRFID, KmoduleID)
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There are two kinds of information flow in the other direction. The first information is sent
after each question for updating the information. When a session is completed and the entries
to History module and the ranking list have been made, it has to be deleted from
InterruptedSessions – Module.

• put QuestionRW(UserID, VRFID, KmoduleID,questionrw)
• delete Session(UserID, VRFID, KmoduleID)

4.3.4 RankingLists – Quizmaster

If we want to show the user’s actual rank in the list we have to get the whole list of the special
K-module. This means, we have to select all entries with the actual K-module identifier and to
sort the resulting list for comparability with users game points.

• get RankingList (KmoduleID)

In the other direction we have to update the list with the users highscore and the other data we
need for an entry.

• add RankingEntry (date, points, UserID, VRFID, KmoduleID)

If we want only one single entry per user-VRF-Kmodule combination we should overwrite
any existent older entry.

4.3.5 Quizmaster – UserFeeling Module

Some questions will not be out of the actual K-module but will evaluate users feeling. As in
the UserFeeling module questions of several languages are stored it is important to get a
question of the appropriate language.

• get_UserFeelingQuestion (LanguageID)

For information processing we will have to store the answers on these questions

• write_UserFeelingAnswer (QuestionID, answer, UserID, VRFID, KmoduleID)

If we want only one single entry per user-VRF-Kmodule combination we should overwrite
any existent older entry.

4.3.6 Quizmaster – GameShow

Here we have a lot of different data, which has to be transferred between these two modules.
First we have all the data, Quizmaster got from K-module. Please note, that any identifiers are
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not necessary in this data stream, because GameShow will always handle only one single
question.

• General Information
• Question
• Answer
• Textanswers
• Areaanswers
• Buttonanswers
• PolyPoints
• Reactions

The next main information part is the data, we should supply to VR-Friend. (As we
mentioned all data exchange between Learning Machine and VR-Friend will happen through
a front end data channel)

We need the information of the actual ranking list to put the position and the number of
entries in the list to VR-Friend. Game Show will order

• get RankingInfo

Additionally we should inform VR-Friend about the historic aspects of the actual question. So
we need the drawer number of the actual question.

• get drawernumber

When you think on a interrupted session we will need to tell some collective data to
GameShow-module for display. Most important are the teams game points.

• get points

In the other direction GameShow will tell some data to “the system”. First the Information
“Go ahead” will be necessary for controlling the game-flow. Second some possibility for shut
down signals and other possible control information (sound off) has to be found. Additional
we have to tell, how much points the team got with the last question. Please note, that the
number of points will show, if the user or VR-Friend had answered the question.

• tell continue
• tell system information
• tell points

Thinking on “user feeling questions” we will have to put the answer to Quizmaster module
for storage. We will have to specify, if an integer could be the appropriate data type for this
information. (If we will allow all answer types and perhaps some rating scales it will
definitely be.)

• tell answer
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4.3.7 GameShow – VR-Friend Display

First step in the specification was the collection of possible data, the two software parts would
need to exchange. Let me show you a table, we agreed to be suitable.

Event Data to send by the Game-Show
Reply of VR-Friend
Display

VRFriendID
UserID
LanguageID
Total number of questions per session
UserName

Start of game-show

times this module was played before
(by this special user)

-

New question displayed difficulty of question (points) -
Question answered

right by user
answered right the nth time -

Information if the user has previously
answered the question right n
times (perhaps 0 for: has never
seen this question; -1 for: had
answered it wrong last time)

Information if the VR-
Friend answers the
question right or
wrong

Team’s position in high score table

Question answered
wrong by user

Total number of entries in the high
score table

-

Game-show cancelled -
-

Table 4-1 First data connection

As this first approach did not satisfy our needs after a change of system architecture the
communication between the two software parts is described in an own chapter.

4.4 Specification of the Interface to VR-
Friend

Apart from the module overviews we have seen up to now something important changed in
our projects design. The VR-Friend part was split up in a client – server model. In history it
was planned to have only database modules on the back end side, newer considerations
showed some advantages of a client – server model, which can be read in detail in the
diploma thesis of my colleague Werner Antensteiner. The most important facts for the change
of the system architecture were on the hand the order to make the front end modules as small
as possible and the threat of decompilation and manipulated compilation of our software.
For the GameShow part of our system only the communication channels changed. Let me
show you the new and final module overview:
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Let me explain the changes to the last module overview. First I combined the databases
History and Interrupted Sessions. They belong together logically and should be organized
together.
The main change happens in the communication between the two software parts, as I
mentioned already. As there exists a VR-Friend Server module a important part of the
communication can be made on the back – end side of our system. The channel between
Game Show and VR-Friend Display is necessary nevertheless.
I have shortly to explain, how the VR-Friend part modules work together. VR-Friend Server
does load the status and the reactions and out of the two database modules in background.
First some start-up information is sent to the front-end, which means any greeting or
something. In the next time some standard animations are transferred to VR-Friend Display
and get cached there. This means, that the animation is already at the users computer, when it
has to be presented. All calculation about the VR-Friends mind state and concentration is
done in the back-end part. So the decision, which reaction has to be shown is done by VR-
Friend Server.
The front end module VR-Friend Display only has to show the ordered animation.

This will mean for the communication, that all relevant information transfer about the
progress of the show will be done at the back-end between VR-Friend Server and Quizmaster.

Figure 4-2 Final module overview
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4.4.1 Interface Quizmaster – VR-Friend Server

The data stream in the backend is used for start – up data and all the information concerning
the users progress in the game. The following table will show an overview:

Event Description
ShowStart All information about the user and the knowledge module is transferred to

the VR-Friend Server. This means e.g. the information, how often the user
has played the specified K-module or how much questions the team will be
asked in this session.

ShowQuit As it is important to inform the other part of an interrupt we need an event
to tell this to the other module.

QuestNew Every time when a new question is transferred to the front – end the VR-
Friend Server get informed. We will have to distinguish, if the new question
is a user-feeling question or if it is out of the K-module. Additional the
information out of History, exactly spoken the drawer number, is put to VR-
Friend Server.

QuestRight The right answer of a user is told to the VR-Friend Server by this event.
QuestWrong If the user did not know the correct answer the VR-Friend gets the

possibility to answer the question. So a response to this event will tell the
Quizmaster, if VR-Friend is able to answer the actual question or not.

QuestUser As, by convention, the answer of user-feeling questions can be interpreted
as positive or negative, the answer is given to VR-Friend. Please remember:
the first answer possibility will be the “positive” or “best” reaction of the
user, the least will be the most “negative” reaction.

Table 4-2 Communication events at the back-end

4.4.2 Interface GameShow – VR-Friend Display

As all important communication is done by the two server modules you, dear reader, will
wonder, why there is a second communication channel necessary between the two front-end
modules. This data stream is used for as good synchronization of the VR-Friend to the
proceeding in the game show. It is important, that a reaction of VRF is shown “as
immediately as possible”. With the existent communication structure we would have the
following transfers:

1. User input is processed by GameShow module.
2. The answer is transferred to Quizmaster (network transfer)
3. The answer is transferred to VR-Friend Server.
4. only if user answered wrong: VR-Friend Server has to decide, if the question is

“answered” by the VR-Friend.
5. The decision is told to Quizmaster.
6. Quizmaster informs the GameShow module. (network transfer)
7. GameShow sends the appropriate event to VR-Friend Display.

You can surely imagine, that a data transfer in these steps will take a significant longer time
than a data transfer in only one step on one single computer.
Let me show you the events, which are sent from GameShow to VR-Friend Display:
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Event Description
cmdQuestNew Every time when a new question is completely displayed the VR-Friend

Display gets informed. As in the communication in the back-end we will
distinguish, if the new question is a user-feeling question or if it is out of
the K-module.

cmdQuestRight The right answer of a user is told to the VR-Friend Display by this
event.

cmdQuestWrong A wrong answer of the user causes this event. Please remember, that the
decision, if the VR-Friend “knows” the right answer, is done in the
back-end.

cmdQuestUser The VRF gets informed about the users answer of a user feeling
question.

cmdVRFHide This command makes the VRF to show a “goodbye” animation.

Table 4-3 Communication commands between the front-end modules

4.5 Possibility for Start-up

4.5.1 User – Sensible Welcome Page

After user identification we have some data to present some user-sensible welcome page.
I could imagine a page, where some of the following information is shown:

• a table with all combinations VR-Friend – K-module, this user has played
- date (time) of last time of playing
- (maximum) points reached in this combination
- (best) rank in the highscore list of this special K-module
- number of entries in the special K-module highscore list

• a table with this user’s interrupted sessions
- date and time of last time an entry was made to the specific interrupted session
- number of questions already answered
- total number of questions to answer in this K-module
- number of already reached game-points

If the user wants to play a combination again (what he is likely to do) a link should be hidden
after each entry in this tables.

4.5.2 General Selection Page

If the user wants to play some new game constellation, a selection of VR-Friend and K-
module has to happen. The different VR-Friends should be presented and the K-modules
should be described, for supplying some basic information to the user.
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In a first lowest effort method we will only present this data in some written form.  As you
can imagine, with some more labour we could provide a graphic selection, where each VR-
Friend greets with some animation and some professors introduce their K-modules in a most
spectacular way.

4.5.3 Necessary Data for Game Initializing

The game will only need some obvious data:

• UserID
• VR-Friend ID
• K-module ID

Perhaps we could take some information, if the specific selection is a new game show or a
continuing of an interrupted session, but we could also look up this in InterruptedSessions-
module.
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5 Selection of Programming
Language and Database-Style

5.1 Influence of System Requirements on
the Usable Programming Languages

5.1.1 Front-End, the User Wants the Page to Move

Hardware and Software Requirements
Out of the project overview we already know the system requirements. The software product
has to be accessible with standard equipment of Internet-connected users or networked
companies. So we can take as a fact, that a possible user is able to connect to the Internet or
the Intranet and has the appropriate Software to do that. Usual operating systems for our users
will be Windows 95, WinNT or  Windows 98 from the Microsoft software family and Linux
on Intel based computers. Additional we must not forget MacIntosh products running with
MAC-OS. Not so often we will see users with operating systems like Sun-OS or Unix.
The common basis is the Intranet or Internet access. For such users a standard Internet-
Browser like Netscape or the Internet Explorer is nothing new, as these products are available
for all operating systems, which are taken serious in the last years of our Millennium.
So our front end modules just have to work in standard internet browsers like Netscape or the
Internet Explorer and we reach all the users on the different operating systems, I mentioned
above.

In the last years a lot of new possibilities arose with the standard languages for the Web:
HTML (Hypertext Mark-up Language) gets more features in every new version.
The development came to the need of more kinds of information. First were images to be
embedded into Internet-pages. This can easily be done be HTML since version 2.0.

The Web is a planet wide infrastructure with some components missing to be a software
platform. E. g. it is static and stateless. There is no support for common data types and there is
only less GUI functionality.

“Java fortunately, provides a single, universal means for solving these problems. Java is
dynamic (class loading and linking); it can maintain state (Java objects); it supports a more
sophisticated GUI (Swing and AWT); and it supports all major data types and even user-
defined data types. In addition, Java is portable (bytecode and Java virtual machine) and
runs on all platforms, like the Web.” [Chang, Harkey (1998), p. 4]

There are several equal sounding messages in the Web and literature, so we are in good
society, if we use Java.
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Conclusion for the Front End
The highest flexibility with the best results are only possible with Java-Applets. But, dear
reader, I really think, that this is nothing outstanding new for you. Let the headline for only
three lines of text be a sign of the bow and of the respect I show to the standardisation of web
languages and the mighty programming language Java.

5.1.2 Back-End, We Need an Independent
Solution

Hardware and Software Requirements
Apart from the hardware and software requirements on the user-side we have another
structure to consider on the back-end or server-side. The operating systems can and will differ
more, than at the front-end or client-side. The Microsoft products will have a smaller part
here, where Unix will have a bigger share. We need a software product, which is easily
portable to such different systems like Solaris and Windows 95.
There are programming languages, which are only used on specific operating systems. So we
can exclude this ones. For other programming languages (e.g. for the mighty languages C and
C++) a lot of different compilers are available, so the software could be compiled on different
systems and possibly could run there.
But there is a relatively new approach done by the programming language Java.
I really recommend you some additional literature here for the introduction of Java Virtual
Machine and the so achieved operating system independence.

Speed and Portability
It is relative simple to understand, that a completely compiled software package will run
faster, than a software on a “virtual machine”. . Out of this a compiled program with the same
functionality will be faster than a Java – application on any computer. As mentioned above, it
is important to present the software in a way, that it runs on most available software platforms
This means, that we have the two big competitors C and Java. Other programming languages
are more dependent of the used operating system.

5.1.3 Conclusion and Selection

What we saw about all the possible programming languages lead us to the most convenient
solution for the project:
The front-end-modules can easiest be implemented as Java-Applets.
As the communication channel to the back-end-modules is very important, we can use a kind
of socket-connection between our two big, separated parts. Now it is outstanding, that a
combination of one programming language at the one end of a communication channel and
another programming language at the other end is a possible construction. With no doubt we
will have an easier approach, if the programming language on both ends of the connection is
the same. We saw the overriding possibilities of Java applications and so I decide to take Java
as programming language for the back-end part of the project, too.
After deciding the language for the functional parts of our solution, we have to concentrate on
the data part of our software-system in the next chapter.
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5.2 Databases, the Information Backbones

5.2.1 Existing Software Tools

The use of a relational database is obvious, since we have decided to use Java as
programming language. With JDBC, the Java means for accessing relational databases per
standardized SQL-commands, the support is given. [Chang, Harkey (1998), p. 109 ff]
For the use of object oriented databases, which would show some advantages, there is no
support from Java. So all database software had to be established by our project team, which
would be extremely superloaded with this task.

5.2.2 Conclusion and Selection

After determination of the use of a relational database the selection is not too hard. Restricted
by the operating systems Windows95 and WinNT a Microsoft product seems obvious.
The team decided to use MS-SQL Server for the whole system.
As there exist some export tools for exporting a MS-Access database to a MS-SQL-Server
database and as MS-Access is a lot more user-friendly I decided to use MS-Access for
programming and test-phase as long as my software part stands alone.
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6 Implementation – Concepts,
Troubles and Solutions

6.1 Implementation of Database Modules
First I have to notice, that a closer view on databases and entity relationship is taken in the
diploma thesis of my colleague Werner Antensteiner. [Antensteiner (1999)]. Additionally I
can strongly recommend a more detailed reading in [Schwimm (1992), p. 82ff]. Very
important for my implementation of the data access was the book “Client/Server Data Access
with JAVA and XML”. It also contains some valuable background information about
database basics and entity relationship.[Chang, Harkey (1998), p. 67ff].
I have to explain the proceeding in the development of the GameShow part of VR-Friends.
Generally we have decided to use the database system MS-SQL Server for data storage in the
back end. Out of high system requirements (We did not have a MS-SQL Server version, that
would run on a Windows NT-Workstation) and of reasons of a user-friendly approach I did
the first step of development with MS-Access databases.
You will be able to enjoy the advantages of this line of proceeding. With MS-Access entity-
relationship can be displayed very easy and these relations will push up the appearance of the
following chapter.
Some troubles arose at the conversion of the Access database to the MS-SQL-Server
database. I will describe these problems and their solution in chapter 7.3 “JDBC:ODBC MS-
SQL-Server Driver”.
Now let us have a look on the details of our database modules.

6.1.1 The “Knowledge Module”

Certainly with a relational database the lists of my specification in chapter 4.2 got tables in
the databases. For a near description of the contents of the main database “Kmodule” some
relations between the tables are very valuable. Out of this I will show you some graphics,
which are visualizing the relations. Each rectangle in figure 6-1 symbolizes a table in the
database. The bold first line symbolizes the use of this entry as primary key, which simply
spoken means, that this entry has to be unique and the entry is identified with this value.
First of all I have to explain the storage of different K-modules. Each K-module has exactly
one entry in the table “General_Info”. In this entry all general necessary information about
this module is stored.
The questions are stored in the table “Questions”. As you see, a self-explanatory name almost
makes the text non-necessary. Each question is connected to the K-module, to which it
belongs, with a so called 1:n relationship. This means, that several entries in the table
“Questions” belong to one entry in “General_Info”. In MS-Access the symbol “∞” is used for
the side with several possible entries.
With that relation we did exclude, that one question could be asked in two different K-
modules. If a question is that important or general, that it should be asked in different K-
modules, it has to be stored separately for each module with the respective identifier.
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We specified, that the questions and answers will be stored apart, nevertheless there is a
necessary narrow connection between a question and the appropriate answer. Each question is
described by an entry in the table “Questions” which is closely related to the answer, stored in
an entry in the table “Answers”. In relational databases this close relation is symbolized with
a so called 1:1 entity relation. This means, that there exists only one answer to one question,
which really seems to make sense. (We already discussed about the situation of several right
answer possibilities in the specification.)
The two small tables “Questiontypes” and “Answertypes” with its relations symbolize, that
every question has to be of one specified question type and each answer has to be of an
specified answer type.

Now, how are the reactions related to questions and answers? We could use a 1:1 relation, if
we would want to use every reaction only once. It is imaginable, that some reactions like
congratulations  could be used not only once. For this multiple use of reactions we will have
to use a 1:n relation.

We did specify, that an
additional information to
a question is stored like
a reaction. We see, that
“Additional_Info” in
table “Questions” is
connected to
“Reaction_ID” in table
“Reactions”.
The approach of a table
“Reactions_1” seems to
be strange. It is used by
MS-Access, if there

exists more than one
relation between two
tables. It means
nothing else, than that

Figure 6-1 Entity relations of questions and answers

Figure 6-2 Embedding of reactions
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both, “Reaction_True” and “Reaction_False” will be related to one different entry in the table
“Reactions”.
Now let us concentrate on the different answer types. We specified, that exactly one table will
be used for each answer type. Additional we need the table “Polygon” for storing clickable
areas in displayed images. In some answer types additional reactions are possible. Let us have
a look onto figure 6-3.

Most obvious, no doubt, is the primary key “Number” for the tables. We need an additional
entry in the table to be used as a primary key.
We use 1:n relations, because multiple parts of an answer can exist. (cf. chapter 4.2) Each part
will be described by one entry in the suitable answer table.
We see, that the table “Polygons” is related to “Areaanswers” by another 1:n relation. For
each possible clickable area several polygon points are stored.

Please note, that I did hide the table “Reactions_1”, which shows the relations between
“Reaction_ID” and “Reaction_on_false” in the tables “Checkboxanswers” and
“Radiobuttonanswers”, but with some more lines displayed in the graphic above it would
become overloaded.

6.1.2 Ranking lists

There exist separate ranking lists for every K-module, as we
specified. The approach of only one table in the database looks like
there exists only one list for all K-modules. If you take a closer
look you will see the entry “KmoduleID”, with which we can
select the entries, which belong to the individual K-module.

Figure 6-3 Different answer types in detail

Figure 6-4 Ranking entries
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6.1.3 Historical Information Storage in History
Module

Only two tables are necessary for storing the necessary
historical information, like we did specify. I did add
entries for the names of user, VR-Friend and K-
module in the table “InterrSessions”, where interrupted
sessions are stored.
The textual representation will be much better than a
information of the type “You did play Module 3 with
VR-Friend 17”. As there will exist always only one
entry per user the memory effort is of second order. As
in the one table information about a interrupted session
is stored and in the other table information about
completed sessions, there is no relation between these
two tables necessary. They only belong together
semantically, so I put it in the same database.

6.1.4 User feeling: Questions and Answers

The first table “Questions” is used to store the
questions. The main difference to questions out of K-
Module is, that there is no right answer to the
question stored, but all answers of the users get
recorded and stored in the table “Answers”.
Every question will be asked often, so we have a lot
of answers to each question. This means, that we
have a 1:n relation between the two tables.

6.1.5 Classes for Database Entries

The entries in the databases are read by JDBC SQL statements. For further computation it is
necessary to bring the data in JAVA-understandable form. I have implemented the following
classes:

class name description
Question The class Question holds one entry in the table “Questions” in its data

section. Depending on the question type the field “Additional_URL” stays
empty or holds the relative position of the additional file.

Answertext Per each part of an textual answer a object of the class Answertext exists.
This object includes the text part, which is presented and the correct
answer strings. The answer strings are already separated in an array.

Answerpolygon Each clickable area is presented by one object of the type
Answerpolygon. The polygon points out of database are put into a object
of the class Polygon, which is a JAVA standard class. Some valuable
functions like presentation on the screen and evaluating, if a clicked point

Figure 6-5 History database

Figure 6-6 User feeling questions
and answers
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is inside the polygon, are part of JDK.
Answerbutton This class contains one entry of the table “Checkboxanswers” or

“Radiobuttonanswers”.
Textanswer The class Textanswer collects all parts of the answer, which means all

objects of the type Answertext, which belong to one answer.
Areaanswer All clickable areas of the type Answerpolygon are collected with an

object of this class.
Buttonanswer This class aggregates all objects of type Answerbutton.
Answer The general representation of the answer section is stored in an object of

this class. One entry in the table “Answers” is included in such an object.
Additional a reference to the detail answer is embodied in every object of
the type Answer.

Reaction Per reaction, which belongs to the question surrounding, one object of the
type Reaction exists. It represents an entry in the table “Reactions”.

Task With the class Task all necessary information about one question is
accumulated. There are references to an object of the types Question,
Answer and the appropriate detail answer. Additional all possible
reactions are taken out of the database and stored in an array, included in
the data section of this class.

PreInfo A PreInfo object is used for information transfer to the program part,
which does the question selection, and to the front end. The data section
of this class includes all information of the entry in the table
“General_Info” and two arrays, which contain all question identifiers and
the difficulty of these questions.

ModuleOverview For presenting a module selection dialogue to the user some information
is put in an object of the type ModuleOverview. It precisely contains the
name and description, the language identifier and the number of
questions, which are to be asked, in a session with this module.

HistoryEntry Every entry in the “History” database is represented by an object of this
type. The memory concept established in chapter 4.2.3 lead to a more
complicated structure for history entries. The drawer numbers of the
questions have to be arranged in one data stream, when the entry is
written into the database and vice versa.

InterrEntry An interrupted session is represented by an object of this type. The
information about the questions is collected in a data stream, which
contains for each question, if it
• was answered correctly by the user
• was answered wrongly by the user
• will not be asked in this session or
• is to be asked in this session.
As we specified the number of already achieved points has to be stored,
because the information, if VRF answered the question is not necessary
for GameShow and out of this reason it is not stored. So we need an extra
entry to know the points, the team already has collected.

RankingEntry An object of this type represents one entry in the table “RankingEntries”.

Table 6-1 Classes for database entries
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6.2 Implementation of Quizmaster Module
First of all I will explain the general appearance of a Client-Server model. Between the
computer at the front-end, called the client, and the computer at the back-end, called the
server, a secure connection is established by a so called socket. The server uses the class
ServerSocket for waiting for clients to connect.
When a client connects to the server a new Quizmaster-object is generated and the server
continues listening for new connections. Please note, that this system requires multi-
threading. [Flanagan (1996), p. 153]
For each client, that connects to the server, a new thread, in our case a Quizmaster- thread is
generated. The server thread is free to listen for new clients.

The class QuizmasterServer implements the server part in this system. For a better overview
a more complicated server structure was used.
• We use a ThreadGroup, which contains all threads for the client connections.
• Every thread gets a self-descriptive name.
• A list of all existing connections is presented in a window.
• A new thread, called the vulture, is used to check the connections regularly and deletes

terminated connections in the ThreadGroup.
[Flanagan (1996), p. 172ff]

6.2.1  The Threads in Quizmaster

The Quizmaster module should guarantee, that
• question selection early decides, which question has to be asked first
• the first task is sent to the front-end as early as possible
• the time, in which the user thinks is not lost and e.g. database transactions are performed

in the meanwhile

Figure 6-7 Establishing the client-server connection

Server new Client

GameShowQuizmaster

1. connect

3. connection

2. generates a
new object
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For high performance three threads are used. One thread is called the QuestionSelecter, the
second thread is labelled TaskFetcher and the central thread is Quizmaster. Every thread
connects to a database, so I will show you the whole situation.

6.2.2 Process after Quizmaster Initialization

First Quizmaster has to read the file “QuizmasterServer.ini”. The basic syntax of this file is:
Keyword = data
The characters “#” and “;” can be used as tags for comments.

Keyword Description
VRFServerPort the port number, on which Quizmaster tries to connect to

VRF-Server.
SqlDataSource the name of K-module database
SqlDriver the driver for JDBC statements. (cf. chapter 7 Troubles and

Solutions)
SqlUserName a login name at the database
SqlPassWord the appropriate password for logging in
SqlHistoryDataSource the name of History database
SqlUserFeelingDataSource the name of Userfeeling database
SqlRankingDataSource the name of Ranking database
Detail This value specifies, how detailed the information is written to

standard output and logfile. (0 means no information in logfile,
3 means high detailed information)

Logfile the filename of the logfile

Table 6-2 Keywords in QuizmasterServer.ini file

Figure 6-8 Threads in Quizmaster module
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There exist some different situations, in which Quizmaster is initialized. The client sends a
command, which tells Quizmaster what to do.

• client command “check”: The first situation will be a necessary check, if an interrupted
session exists for the particular user. The class HistoryConnection implements the
necessary methods to establish a connection to the History database. The answer is taken
out of the table “InterrSessions” and put to the front-end. For this case Quizmaster has
done its work and is terminating. In this simple situation only the Quizmaster-thread is
needed.

• client command “continue”: The front-end sends this command, if the user chose to
continue the interrupted session. Here the threads TaskFetcher and QuestionSelecter are
initiated by Quizmaster. QuestionSelecter has to read the interrupted session and an
eventual existing entry in the table “HistoryEntries”. TaskFetcher has to read the PreInfo
for the specified K-module and to wait for the identifiers of selected questions.

• client command “moduleSelection”: This command is sent by the front-end, if there
exists no interrupted session for the user or if the user does not want to continue the
existing interrupted session. A HistoryConnection checks, if there is an entry in
InterrSessions and deletes it. (We specified, that a user is only asked once, if he or she
wants to continue an interrupted session.) Quizmaster now initiates a TaskFetcher
thread and calls its method fetchKmoduleOverview. The information about the modules is
transferred to the front-end and the user has to select a module. After this selection a
QuestionSelecter is initiated and the session starts.

• client command “quickStart”: This command is sent, if a user wants to play one module
again. The module selection can be escaped and the session starts.

6.2.3 Duties of TaskFetcher

The TaskFetcher thread does the whole reading out of the databases K-module and
Userfeeling. After initialization it waits for selected questions and serves its methods.
Depending on the situation at Quizmaster start-up, explained above, the method
fetchKmoduleOverview would be called first. It reads the general information out of the table
“General_Info” and serves some ModuleOverview objects.
The first method, which is called in every situation, will be fetchPreInfo, which reads the
general information out of table “General_Info” and the question identifiers and difficulties of
the questions, which belong to this module.
The produced object PreInfo is transferred to the QuestionSelecter thread, which can start to
select the questions after reading the historical information. PreInfo is also sent to the front-
end, where this general information is used e.g. to synchronize the language and to tell the
front-end module the number of questions, which are to be asked in this session.

Ever when a question is selected by QuestionSelecter, TaskFetcher reads this question and
all related data out of K-module database by the method fetchTaskWithReactions. The name
of the method tells us, that all related reactions are read immediately. When a whole task is
read, it is held ready for Quizmaster.

When the specified number of questions are read, one additional user feeling question has to
be selected and read. It is very important, that the language of the question matches the
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language of the K-module. The user feeling question is taken by chance out of all questions in
the appropriate language and is held ready for Quizmaster.

6.2.4 Duties of QuestionSelecter

After the QuestionSelecter gets the PreInfo object from TaskFetcher it checks, if there
exists a history entry for this user – VRF - Kmodule combination. This check is done by the
class HistoryConnection. If there exists a history entry the drawer values are set to the stored
data, otherwise all drawer values are initiated to the value of “Drawers” field in General_Info.

Now the question emphasising has to be done. Depending on how often the combination was
played in history, (field “played” in HistoryEntry) the emphasising factor is calculated.
Emphasising is done by giving easy questions a higher probability to be selected than hard
questions. (cf. chapter 3.3.3 weighted emphasising)
It is easier to implement this emphasising, when the questions are ordered by their difficulty.
The ranges of the difficulties can be calculated and we do not need to build very large data
constructions. Very important is the restriction, that no question may be asked a second time
in a session. A second important fact is, that questions in drawer 1 should only be asked, if
there are no questions remaining in drawers with a higher number. Let me illustrate this with
an example:

Example: Question Selection
number of questions: ntasks = 5 This means, that the whole K-module contains 5

questions.
number of questions to ask: qtasks = 4 This means, that in one session 4 questions get

asked. In our example in every session one
question will not be asked.

emphasising factor: emphasising = 1 A question of difficulty 1 will be asked with a
five times higher probability than a question of
difficulty 5.

Question Identifier Difficulty Drawer Information
1 4 3
2 4 1
3 2 1
4 1 2
5 5 4

When we now order the questions by difficulty and calculate the whole range of the
emphasised questions we will get the following ranges:

Question Identifier Difficulty Drawer Information Probability Range
4 1 2 1-5
3 2 1 6-9
1 4 3 10-11
2 4 1 12-13
5 5 4 14
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Please note, that a question with difficulty 1 gets a probability range of 5, a question with
difficulty 2 a probability range of 4, and so on, until a question with difficulty 5 gets a
probability range of 1.
The whole range, in which our random number has to lie is 1 to 14. We have counted 3
questions, which are not in drawer one. When we have read this three questions we will not
longer look on the drawer number of the questions, because we need to take questions out of
drawer 1 then. (cf. chapter 3.2)
When we have calculated the probability ranges, we start taking random numbers. We could
take a new random number, if the question, in which range the number lies, was asked
already. This method would have the big disadvantage, that we could need to take a lot of
random numbers without selecting a question. So the subsequent question is taken, if the
randomly selected question can not be taken out of any reason.

Random number: 7
We see, that the random number 7 lies in the range of question 3. (Question Identifier) This
question was not asked before, so we could take it, if it were not in drawer 1. We have to
check the next question in our ordered list, which is question 1. It is not asked up to now and
it is not in drawer one. This question is the first one, we will ask.

Question
Identifier

Difficulty Drawer
Information

Probability
Range

Asked

4 1 2 1-5
3 2 1 6-9
1 4 3 10-11 1
2 4 1 12-13
5 5 4 14

Random number: 4
The random number 4 lies in the range of question 4. This question is not asked up to now
and it is in drawer 2. We can ask it.

Question
Identifier

Difficulty Drawer
Information

Probability
Range

Asked

4 1 2 1-5 2
3 2 1 6-9
1 4 3 10-11 1
2 4 1 12-13
5 5 4 14

Random number: 11
The random number 11 lies in the range of question 1. This question was already asked, so we
have to check the next question. Question 2, which is the next one in our ordered list, is in
drawer 1 and should not be asked, as long as there are questions with a higher drawer number.
When we check the next question, we see, that it is not asked up to now and that it is not in
drawer one. We take it.

Question
Identifier

Difficulty Drawer
Information

Probability
Range

Asked

4 1 2 1-5 2
3 2 1 6-9
1 4 3 10-11 1
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2 4 1 12-13
5 5 4 14 3

Now we have asked all questions, which were not in drawer one. We did store this value at
the time, when we calculated the probability ranges of the questions. In our next pass we may
take questions, which are in drawer one, too.

Random number: 2
This random number is in the range of question 4, which was already asked. The next
question was not asked up to now, so we take it.

Question
Identifier

Difficulty Drawer
Information

Probability
Range

Asked

4 1 2 1-5 2
3 2 1 6-9 4
1 4 3 10-11 1
2 4 1 12-13
5 5 4 14 3

The QuestionSelecter will write each question identifier immediately into a list, which is
read from TaskFetcher. TaskFetcher will see the question identifiers in the order 1 – 4 – 5 –
3 and will read this questions in the presented precedence.

6.2.5 Quizmasters Duties in the Meanwhile

While the QuestionSelecter selects questions and the TaskFetcher reads the tasks the
Quizmaster thread has to establish the connection to VR-Friend Server. This is done by the
class VRFServerConnection. At the beginning of a session the whole session information is
sent to VRF-Server. This contains user and K-module identification, the information, how
often this user has played this module and the best position of  this user in the modules
ranking list.
Detailed information about the data flow between Quizmaster and VRF-Server is given in
chapter 6.5.

Quizmaster sends the PreInfo object to the front-end and waits for commands from
GameShow. This data channel is explained in all details in chapter 6.4.

Connection Breakdown Handling
If Quizmaster gets an exception, that the socket to GameShow was closed, it has several
steps to perform.
1. write an interrupted session to database: This is done by an HistoryConnection. It

writes the existent data string to the table “InterrSessions”.
2. inform VRF-Server, that the connection was lost: The object VRFServerConnection

writes a command “ShowQuit” to VRF-Server.
3. kill TaskFetcher and QuestionSelecter threads: When QuestionSelecter has selected

all questions it suspends, to keep the necessary data in memory. TaskFetcher suspends,
when all tasks and the user feeling question are read. It releases the database connections
after the last reading. So Quizmaster has only to resume both threads and they terminate.
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4. notify vulture thread: Vulture thread will delete this Quizmaster from the list, which is
presented in the extra window. It would check this connection automatically after some
time, but a immediate clean-up is more elegant.

5. terminate.

Regular Shutdown
When the last question, which was a user feeling question, was answered by the user
Quizmaster has to do some important steps:
1. write the ranking entry: This will be done by an object of the type RankingConnection.
2. get the new ranking position: This RankingConnection will calculate the position, the

team has reached with the actual session.
3. write some entries of the ranking list to the front-end: Together with the actual reached

position some entries of the best players are sent to the front-end, to be presented there as
a “Highscore table”.

4. write HistoryEntry: As the session was completed, a new HistoryEntry is written to
database.

5. inform VRF-Server, that session is terminated
6. shutdown TaskFetcher and QuestionSelecter
7. inform Vulture thread
8. terminate.

6.2.6 Short Description of All Classes in
Quizmaster-Module

This table is only a short summary of the used classes. A detailed description would go
beyond the scope of this diploma thesis and can be seen in software documentation.

Class Name Short Description
QuizmasterServer implements the server thread, listens for new clients
Quizmaster implements the Quizmaster thread, which is controlling the whole

back-end process
TaskFetcher thread, which reads questions, answers, reactions and general

information out of K-module database
QuestionSelecter thread, which calculates, which questions are asked in a session
RankingConnection presents methods for reading and manipulating the ranking

database
HistoryConnection presents methods for reading and writing entries in the history

database, other methods are for the handling of interrupted
sessions

MyMonitor class with synchronized methods for manipulation of the question
lists between QuestionSelecter, TaskFetcher and Quizmaster

TaskException Exception class, used for exceptions concerning troubles in K-
module database

Vulture vulture thread, manages the thread group and the displayed list of
open client connections

VRFServerConnection presents methods for communication to VRF-Server

Table 6-3 Classes of Quizmaster module
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6.3 Implementation of GameShow Module
For the front-end the specification was not so detailed, so there were more possibilities to
create the user-interface. First we had to check, if all needed features would be supported by
JAVA. E.g. when we wanted to put the VRF into an own window, what should happen, if the
VRF-window would be in the background and would not be visible? Can we get this
information with JAVA? How well works the sound support? We found some answers in the
following secondary literature.
Generally very valuable in development of the front-end were the chapters 4-7 in [Doberenz,
Druckenmüller (1998), p. 121ff]. In the searching for JAVA’s sound facilities I found a
paragraph, which I want to cite: “As we write this, the good people at Sun are hard at work
developing the API that Java applets will use for playing audio. A future release of Java will
have support for real-time and continuous audio streams, sound management, mixing,
synchronization, and filtering. Unfortunately, at the moment, we can tell you only about the
basics.” [Niemeyer, Peck (1997), p. 520]
These basics mean for us, that only sound files of type “.au” (Sun sound file format) can be
played. [Doberenz, Druckenmüller (1998), p. 218]
In agreement with the whole team it was decided to use JDK 1.1.7B, which was presented
1998, for our project. The sited paragraph from the year 1997 made hope, that JAVA’s
facilities concerning sound would be much better up to now. But let us have a look to the
online documentation, which is supplied by Sun:

• getAudioClip
 public AudioClip getAudioClip( URL url,
 String name)

Returns the AudioClip object specified by the URL and name arguments.

This method always returns immediately, whether or not the audio clip exists. When this
applet attempts to play the audio clip, the data will be loaded.

• public interface AudioClip

The AudioClip interface is a simple abstraction for playing a sound clip. Multiple AudioClip
items can be playing at the same time, and the resulting sound is mixed together to produce a
composite.

Method Index: 

public void loop ()

Starts playing this audio clip in a loop.

public void play ()

Starts playing this audio clip.

public void stop ()

Stops playing this audio clip.

Version 1.1.7 of Java Platform API Specification
Java is a trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the US and other countries.
Copyright 1995-1998 Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road,
Palo Alto, California, 94303, U.S.A. All Rights Reserved.
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This means for us, that our wishes about the sound support would be below our imaginations.

Further thoughts brought us to the need of the placing of VRF in the main-applet window. We
did define the start-up process and the general structure of the front-end in the following
structure:

6.3.1 Operational Sequence of VR-Friends Front-
End

1. The main applet exists from the very beginning. It is called VRFControl. The first
step is the user-identification and language selection. It is done by an additional
class, which derives from Applet, and is called UserSelect. It does establish a
connection to VRF-Server. (The user database is located there.)

2. Now the Quizmaster is contacted with the task to check, if there is an interrupted
session for this user. If there is no interrupted session the structure continues with
step 4. The whole step is done by the class InterruptedSessionDialog.

3. If there is an interrupted session a dialog is presented to the user, if he or she wants
to continue this session. Additional information, like the VRF, the K-module and the
date, when this session was interrupted are valuable for the user to remember the
session. If the user wants to continue the stored session this is told to Quizmaster.
Continue with step 6.

4. The next step is VRF selection. The class for it is called VRFSelect. It contacts VRF-
Server to get the information, which VR-Friends are available.

Username:
Password:
Language:

There is an
interrupted session.

Do you want to
continue?

Select your
favourite:

Antonio Banderas
Cindy Crawford
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5. VR-Friend applet is initiated. VRF-Server waits for a Quizmaster to connect at
back-end. GameShow applet is initiated. It contacts Quizmaster for sending a
module overview. GameShow applet takes over control and shows VR-Friend
display and the module overview.

6. All start-up information for GameShow is available, the session is about to begin.

6.3.2 Global embedding of VR-Friends

The defined VR-Friends
schedule would not be enough
for some interested users. It is
necessary to supply a welcome
page and different good-bye
pages, depending on how the
game was finished.

There has to be a difference, if
the connection to one of the
servers was lost, or if the user
has completed the session.

An additional file could make
sense, if the user interrupts the
game by himself.

Figure 6-9 Embedding of VR-Friends in some HTML-files

An Error occurred.
The connection to
the servers is down
...

Thank you for
playing. Remember,
that you left a
session
uncompleted.....

Thank you for
playing. We hope,
that you had a lot of
fun .....

Select your
topic:

English basic
Mathematics

Status Line

Question

Answer

Welcome to VR-
Friends
......
Willkommen bei
VR-Friends

Status Line

Question

Answer
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6.3.3 Classes of GameShow module

Class Name Short Description
VRFControl extends Applet, is used for controlling the operational

sequence (cf. chapter 6.3.1)
InterruptedSessionDialog extends Applet, is used to contact Quizmaster for the

information, if an interrupted session is available. If there is an
interrupted session, a dialog is presented on the screen,
whether the user wants to continue this session or not.

GameShow extents Applet, is used for controlling the sessions progress,
does initiate the appropriate panels and is used as “main
applet”.

ModulePanel extends Panel, is used for presenting a list of K-modules with
a short description and the number of questions, which are to
be asked, when this module is selected.

PaintPanel extends Panel, is used to allow a background image behind a
panel. This is not done by the Java standard panel, an
individual extension is necessary.

StaticPanel extends PaintPanel, is used to display some static information
about the user and the selected module. Additional information
about the points and the actual status of the session are
presented, too.
The buttons “Continue”, “Options” and “Info” are presented in
the StaticPanel.

QuestionPanel extends PaintPanel, is used to display the question section
with all possible question types. A button for additional
information is only presented, if this additional information is
available. At additional sound files a default image is presented
with an “Play again” button. Additional images are displayed
in this panel, too.

AnswerPanel extends PaintPanel, is used to display the answer section. A
text with gaps to fill is presented in several lines, if one line
would be too short. For checkboxes and radio-buttons the Java
standard classes are used.
Answer sections at user-feeling questions are presented like a
radio-button answer, with the exception, that a horizontal
presentation can be used for user-feeling questions, too.

TaskPanel extends PaintPanel and collects StaticPanel, QuestionPanel
and AnswerPanel. A second “Continue”-button is added to
this panel for not disturbing the users eyes and mouse-
movement.

ReactionPanel extends PaintPanel and is used for displaying additional
information and all kinds of reactions.

RankingPanel extends PaintPanel and is used to display some best members
in the modules ranking list. The actual reached ranking is
displayed on an extra position. The entries of the actual user
become highlighted.

AgainPanel extends Panel and is used to ask the user, if he or she wants to
play the same module again, choose another module or VRF or
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wants to quit the game.
ProductInfo is used to display an extra window with some credits of project

team and programmers.
OptionsMenu is used for changing sound options and to supply an

interruption of the session without “killing” it by loading
another web-page.

MyListener extends ActionListener and MouseListener and is used to
process the user-actions.

PolyCanvas extends Canvas and is used to display all clickable areas,
which are part of the correct answer. It is used to display the
answer of VRF, if it “answers” a question with answer type
“clickable areas”.

Table 6-4 Classes overview of GameShow module

6.4 Implementation of the Communication
Channel Quizmaster – GameShow

Generally we have a socket connection between GameShow and Quizmaster. For commands
from the client to the server a text based stream is suitable. The classes PrintWriter and
BufferedReader serve this needs.
For information transfer from Quizmaster to GameShow the situation is more complex. On
the one hand we do need some basic textual information, so a PrintWriter –
BufferedReader channel is necessary.
On the other hand it would be convenient to transfer whole objects. This is possible with the
classes ObjectOutputStream and ObjectInputStream. [Niemeyer, Peck (1997), p. 269ff]
Due to this situation we have text commands from client to server and text or object
responses.

6.4.1 Client Commands for Start-Up Phase

As already mentioned, there are several different commands, the front-end can send to
Quizmaster in the start-up phase.

Client Command Short Description
check This command is used by the class InterruptedSessionDialog to

signalize the Quizmaster, that it wants to know, if there exists an
interrupted session for this user. After reading the answer, a
InterrEntry object, the connection to Quizmaster is closed.

continue This command is sent by GameShow already. It signalizes, that
the user wants to continue an interrupted session. The information
about the interrupted session is kept in front-end module. (It is
necessary to know, how much questions were asked already and
how much points the team did gain.

moduleSelection This is the standard command for a new session. The Quizmaster
sends the module overview as reaction on this command.

quickStart The command “quickStart” can only be used out of AgainPanel.
The situation is clear here. There can not exist an interrupted
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session for this user, as he or she just finished playing a module.
The check, if there exists an interrupted session, is not needed and
the user did implicitly choose the module by saying: “I want to
play this module again.”
From the Quizmaster’s view this session is a completely new one
with the exception, that the module was already selected.

Table 6-5 Client commands at start-up

6.4.2 Differences after Start-Up Command

Certainly Quizmaster’s responses are different for different start-up commands. Let us have
a look on the details. Please note, that text commands are shown with quotation marks.
Parameters without quotation marks mean transferred variable values. Classes are printed
bold as usual.

Client Command “check”
InterruptedSessionDialog Sends Quizmaster Replies

“check” userID • “no interrupted session”  or
• “interrupted session” and InterrEntry

Table 6-6 Client command “check”

The connection is closed, when either “no interrupted session” or the InterrEntry object was
received.

Client Command “continue”
GameShow Sends Quizmaster Replies

“continue”
userID
KmoduleID
VRFID
userID
userName
vrfName

PreInfo

Table 6-7 Client command “continue”

The GameShow uses the data of InterrEntry to know the number of already asked questions
and already reached points. The user identification is sent double here, this is just because the
same method “getPreInfo” is used for different commands.

Client Command “moduleSelection”
GameShow Sends Quizmaster Replies

“moduleSelection”
userID

Vector of ModuleOverview

ModulePanel is presented The user has to select a module here. When the
selection is done, all necessary data about the
session is present and can be sent to Quizmaster.
The communication is done in two steps here, as
the module has to be selected before the session
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can begin.
KmoduleID
VRFID
userID
userName
vrfName

PreInfo

Table 6-8 Client command “moduleSelection”

The userID is sent after the line “moduleSelection”, because Quizmaster deletes an eventual
existing interrupted session for this user at a start-up with a module selection. It is sent again
after the user selected a module, because the “getPreInfo” method is reused there and the data
overhead is tiny.

Client Command “quickStart”
GameShow Sends Quizmaster Replies

“quickStart”↵
KmoduleID↵
VRFID↵
userID↵
userName↵
vrfName↵

PreInfo

Table 6-9 Client command “quickStart”

Though the front-end knows the data about the session, which is to be initiated, Quizmaster
has to get all information about user, VRF and the implicitly chosen module.

After receiving the PreInfo object the front-end begins the session with asking for the first
question.

6.4.3 Commands Around a Task

Each question is fetched in the same way. The commands from GameShow are plain texts,
the responses from Quizmaster will be objects in this phase.

GameShow Sends Quizmaster Replies Explanation
“new Task”↵ Task GameShow orders a new

Task. Normally the next task
is held ready from
TaskFetcher and
Quizmaster can
immediately send it.

“points”↵
points↵

GameShow tells the new
number of points to the
Quizmaster.

“Answer”↵
questionID↵
“correct”↵

The user answered the
question right.
Quizmaster has to tell this
information to VRF-Server.

“Answer”↵
questionID↵

String ("vrfAnswers") or
String ("vrfDoesntKnow")

The user answered the
question wrong. The
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“wrong”↵ Quizmaster asks the VRF-
Server, if VRF will answer
the question. The result is
transferred to GameShow as
a String object.

“Answer”↵
questionID↵
“feeling”↵
answer↵
possibilities↵

The user answered a user
feeling question. The answer
and the number of options in
the rating scale are added.

“finished”↵ Integer numberOfBestRanks
RankingEntry first position
...
RankingEntry last displayed
Integer actualRank
Integer numberOfEntries
String  (“shutdown”)

GameShow knows, that all
questions are asked and
sends the command
“finished”. Quizmaster has
to write the actual ranking
entry and to calculate the
reached rank. Some
(adjustable) best ranks are
sent to GameShow, the
actual rank and the total
number of entries in the list
are sent, too.
As last object a String
(“shutdown”) is sent to
show, that Quizmaster will
close the connection now.

Table 6-10 Commands during the game session

6.4.4 Additional Images and Sound Files

The description around Java’s audio support shows, that there exists no other possibility for
loading an audio file than the already known method getAudioClip. The restriction to the
document base is very hard but understandable out of security reasons.
If we now load additional audio files with the means of getDocumentBase(), it seems obvious,
that additional images are loaded in the same way.
I have to add, that some tests with DataInputStream and DataOutputStream did show
some very strange results at data amounts bigger than some Kilobytes.

So we decided to load all additional image and sound files by
getImage(getDocumentBase(),”path&filename”) and
getAudioClip (getDocumentBase(),”path&filename”) respectively.

This methods use a standard http request for loading this additional data.
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6.5 Implementation of the Communication
Channel Quizmaster – VR-Friend Server

Between Quizmaster and VRF-Server a socket connection is established. As the virtual
friend is selected before the game show is initiated, VRF-Server has already a valid
connection to the front-end.
In initalizing sequence Quizmaster connects to VRF-Server and identifies per userID. So
VRF-Server can decide, to which waiting VRF-Display connection this Quizmaster
connection belongs.
This connection is text - based. So on both ends of the communication channel a
BufferedReader and a PrintWriter are used. VRF-Server replies an “Okay”, if it understood
the Quizmaster’s command and an “Error” with an further explaining string, if something
went wrong.

You will find a more detailed description in my colleagues diploma thesis. [Antensteiner
(1999)]

Quizmaster Sends VRF-Server Replies Explanation
“ShowStart”↵
VRFID UserID LangID
NoOfQuestions
PosInHighScoreTable
NoOfEntries
NoOfTimesPlayed↵
UserName↵

“Okay” or
“Error” explaining text

All parameters are sent in one line
and are separated  with a space
character. The user name is sent in
a new line, because it could
contain space characters.
(e. g. “Joe Wild”)
VRF-Server will reply an error, if
there is no connection waiting with
this UserID.

“QuestNew”↵
“U”↵ or
“K” drawerNumber↵

“Okay” or
“Error” explaining text

Quizmaster tells, that it has sent a
new question to the front-end. The
letter as parameter means:
“U”: user feeling question
“K”: question out of K-module and
the drawer number

“QuestRight”↵
questionID↵

“Okay” or
“Error” explaining text

The user answered the question
right.
Quizmaster has to tell this
information to VRF-Server.

“QuestWrong”↵
questionID↵

“Y” if VRF answers or
“N” if VRF doesn’t
know

The user answered the question
wrong. The Quizmaster asks the
VRF-Server, if VRF will answer
the question.
The result is transferred to
GameShow, as already mentioned
above.

“QuestUser”↵
feeling
numberOfOptions↵

“Okay” or
“Error” explaining text

The user answered a user feeling
question. The answer and the
number of options in the rating
scale are sent as parameters. The
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values are separated by a space
character.

“ShowQuit”↵ no response! Quizmaster informs VRF-Server,
that the session was closed. The
connection between VRF-Server
and VRF-Display remains open.
So this command initiates VRF-
Server to put the concerned VRF-
Display connection to the waiting
connections again.

Table 6-11 Event tags between Quizmaster and VRF-Server

 6.6 Implementation of the Communication
Between GameShow and VR-Friend-
Display

As both front-end modules are Java-applets the communication between the modules is done
by calling methods. As VRF-Display normally just reacts on all user actions, the
communication will be done by GameShow applet calling methods of VRF-Display.
Certainly VRF-Display has animations without any user-action. These animations are called
after a random sleep time, so no calls from GameShow are necessary.

Method Type and Name Explanation
void cmdQuestNew() is called, when a new question is completely

displayed
void cmdQuestRight() is called immediately after the right answer of the

user
void cmdQuestWrong() is called immediately after a wrong answer of the

user
void cmdQuestUser() is called immediately after a user’s answer on a user

feeling question
boolean cmdVRFHide() is called, when the user

• wants to choose another VR-Friend (only after
finishing a session)

• wants to quit the game with or without finishing
the session

Until this method returns, VRF-Display shows a
good-bye animation. Meaning of the return values:
true: there is a good-bye animation to display,

GameShow has to display a “Good Bye” button
after the method returns.

false: there is no good-bye animation.
voidcmdSetOptions(

boolean playSound,
This method is used to tell VRF-Display, which
sound options the user did select. VRF-Reaction
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boolean playSpeech) database differentiates between sound and speech.
Please note: All additional audio files in
GameShow-part are treated as sound!

Table 6-12 Communication methods of VRF-Display

6.7 Operational Sequence of an Example
Session

This chapter shows a standard example of a session with VR-Friends software. Some screen-
shots are used to show the appearance of the front-end modules.
The initial situation at the databases will show some different VR-Friends and some different
K-modules. We will see all types of questions and answers.
Additional the actions in the background will be described.

6.7.1 Welcome Page and Logging In

The welcome
page is supplied
in English and
German. After
some
explanations a
hyper-link leads
to the VR-
Friends page.
VRFControl is
loaded, initiated
and started. It
takes over
control of the
specified area in
VRFControl.html
applet tag.
(normally an area
of 640 × 480
pixels)
Depending on the
selected language
the input form
appears in the
appropriate
tongue.

Please note, that there is a difference between logging in as new user and logging in as well
known user. In the case of a new user the system has to generate a new user identification and
the password has to be entered a second time, as usual.

Figure 6-10 A small part of the welcome - page
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If the user is known to the
database the password is
checked and the user is
identified.

6.7.2 Interrupted Session Checking

Next the
InterruptedSessionDialog class is
started. It establishes a connection
to Quizmaster and sends the
command “check userID” to it.
The new Quizmaster object uses a
HistoryConnection to check, if
there is an interrupted session for
this user and return “no
interrupted Session” or
“interrupted Session” and an object InterrSession. In our example such an object is returned
and we see the dialog displayed on the screen.

We take the button “No, I want to select a new session“, as we are not interested in continuing
this old interrupted session.

6.7.3 VRF-Selection

Here VRFSelect, a class of my colleague is
started and establishes a connection to VRF-
Server. VRF-Server contacts its databases
and sends some images about the stored
VR-Friends to the front-end. These images
are displayed and we have to select a VR-
Friend.

Figure 6-11 Login panel

Figure 6-12 Interrupted session dialog

Figure 6-13 VR-Friend - selection
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6.7.4 GameShow – Applet is Started

Now the it is getting interesting for the GameShow part. GameShow class will connect to
Quizmaster and writes the command “moduleSelection” to the new created Quizmaster-
thread.

Quizmaster starts a TaskFetcher and asks for a module overview by TaskFetcher’s method
“fetchKmoduleOverview”.
The result, which is a Vector,
is transferred to the front-end.
GameShow waits for this
vector and initiates a
ModulePanel after the data
was received.
The ModulePanel displays
the VRF in the north-west
edge and a list of all modules
in the appropriate language at
the east part of the applet
window.

After a module is selected a
text “Module selected.
Loading data ...” is
presented to show the user,

that data transfer is in progress. Depending on the connection’s speed the loading can last
some seconds. GameShow transfers the session data to Quizmaster now. This embodies the
identifiers of K-module, VRF and user and the user and VRF’s names. Quizmaster replies
the PreInfo object, where among other data the name of the module’s background image is
sent. GameShow starts reading the background image and sends the first “new Task”
command.
In the meanwhile the action in the back-end already began. Additional to TaskFetcher and
Quizmaster a new QuestionSelecter was initiated.
This means, that three threads are working in the background for optimal performance.

QuestionSelecter TaskFetcher Quizmaster
1. requests PreInfo object by

TaskFetcher’s method
“fetchPreInfo”

checks questionsSelected in
MyMonitor and suspends,
if no question is ready.

connects to VRF-Server,
waits for GameShow
commands.

2. gets PreInfo and starts with
selecting questions.

.... client sends command
“new Task”. Quizmaster
checks questionsPrepared
and suspends, if no question
is ready.

3. QuestionSelecter has
calculated the first question
and increases the
questionsSelected value in
MyMonitor.

4. QuestionSelecter resumes
TaskFetcher and continues
at step 3.

Figure 6-14 Module selection panel
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5. TaskFetcher starts reading
all necessary data out of the
databases.

6. When the task is read
TaskFetcher increases the
questionsPrepared value in
MyMonitor and resumes
Quizmaster.

7. TaskFetcher continues at
step 1 until all tasks are
read.

If Quizmaster already has
the client command “new
Task” it sends the task to
the front-end.

8. If qtasks are selected
QuestionSelecter suspends.

If qtasks + userfeeling
questions are read
TaskFetcher suspends.

Quizmaster proceeds client
commands, at a client
command “new Task” it
continues at step 2.

9. At the command “finished”
or when the socket to the
client or to VRF-Server is
closed Quizmaster resumes
TaskFetcher and
QuestionSelecter.

10. QuestionSelecter
terminates.

TaskFetcher terminates.

Table 6-13 Monitor policy for thread teamwork

You see, that a task is sent to the front-end as early as possible. While the TaskFetcher waits
for the database query results QuestionSelecter can proceed and select the next questions. On
the next step we see the main advantage of the design with the three threads.
The first task is ready and Quizmaster sends it to the front-end. What happens next?
• the task is sent to the front-end
• a TaskPanel is generated and presented on the screen
• the user reads the question and thinks
• the user answers the question
• GameShow sends a “Answer” command to the Quizmaster
• if the answer was wrong Quizmaster sends a “QuestWrong” to the VRF-Server
• VRF-Server answers with “Y” or “N”
• Quizmaster sends “vrfAnswers” or “vrfDoesntKnow” to the GameShow
• GameShow has to show a ReactionPanel and to wait for the users click on the

“Continue” button.
• Now the next command “new Task” is sent to Quizmaster.

While the whole time QuestionSelecter and TaskFetcher can do important work, so that the
next task is nearly surely held ready, when the “new Task” command arrives at Quizmaster.

But we are not so far in our progress. We still wait for the first task. Let us have a closer look
on the front-end.
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6.7.5 The First Task Arrives

GameShow waits for the new task since it has sent the “new Task” command. As we know, a
lot of work was necessary at the back-end for this brand-new task, which has arrived now.
First a TaskPanel is created. TaskPanel calls the constructors for StaticPanel,
QuestionPanel and AnswerPanel. Depending on the type of the question an additional file
has to be loaded. We have to wait for this additional file. A MediaTracker is the suitable
class, which waits for some image files. [Niemeyer, Peck (1997), p. 503ff]
As already mentioned only a “play” command starts the loading of an audio-clip. So we can
not wait for an additional audio file. It would start playing automatically.
QuestionPanel and AnswerPanel are built up differently, depending on question type and
answer type, respectively.
When the panels are ready, they are displayed.

6.7.6 Reactions of VRF and GameShow

Figure 6-15 The first question is presented

Figure 6-16 Positive reaction of VR-Friend on correct user answer
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As this question is easy, we assume, that the user knows the right answer. Nearly immediately
VRF-Display will show a positive reaction, as it has already loaded some animations and
reactions in the background.

The right answer is sent to Quizmaster. As there is nothing than a user click, GameShow has
to wait for, it proceeds with the display of reactions. As already mentioned a Task has all
possible Reaction objects with it, the only data GameShow has to load is an eventual
additional file. ReactionPanel does this loading, using a MediaTracker for waiting for the
additional image, and presents the reaction on the right answer.
When the user clicks on “Continue”, the next task will be loaded, what means, that
GameShow sends a “new Task” command to Quizmaster. The story continues in the same
matter.

6.7.7 Screenshots of Different Question and
Answer Types

Figure 6-17 Answer type “Radiobuttons”
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Figure 6-18 Answer type “clickable areas”

Figure 6-19 An additional sound file is visualized by an
default image
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6.7.8 The Final User Feeling Question

After all questions out of K-
module have been asked a user
feeling question is presented
on the screen.
The rating scale, which is used
as answer type here, can be
displayed vertically or
horizontally. The question was
taken by chance out of all
user-feeling question in the
appropriate language.

There is no difference in the
GameShow’s request
command, it sounds “new
Task” like a request for
questions out of K-module. The answer is treated in another way.

1. VRF-Display is informed
about the user answer with
the command
“cmdQuestUser”

2. GameShow sends the
command “feeling” with
answer identifier, answer
and number of
possibilities to
Quizmaster.

3. Quizmaster has to store
this answer in the database
Userfeeling

4. VRF-Server is informed
by the command
“QuestUser”, followed by
the answer and the
number of possibilities.

6.7.9 Finally the “finished” Command

After the user answered the last question the “finished” command is sent to Quizmaster.
Quizmaster has to write the new RankingEntry and to check, on which rank the new entry
is. It sends some ranking information to the front-end. After this ranking information
Quizmaster sends the keyword “shutdown” and closes the connection.
In the back-end it writes the “ShowQuit” command to VRF-Server and closes this connection,
too. A new entry is written to History database and overwrites an eventual existent old entry

Figure 6-20 A horizontal presented user-feeling question

Figure 6-21 A vertical presented user-feeling question
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of the same user – VR-Friend – K-Module combination. TaskFetcher and QuestionSelecter
are resumed, so that they can terminate, because the data, they hold is not needed any longer.

6.7.10 The RankingPanel Shows Our Success

On the front-end the ranking
information is read and with this data a
RankingPanel is built. The
RankingPanel consists of some best
teams in a list and a message, on which
place the actual team did evaluate.
All entries of the actual user are
highlighted for clearer presentation.

6.7.11 Do We Want to Play Again?

After admiring the ranking list we click on the “Ok”
button and get another last panel displayed.

It is the AgainPanel, which asks, if the user wants to
continue, and if he or she wants to change VRF or K-
module. Whenever the user chooses an option, which
means, that the actual VR-Friend will disappear, it
will show a good-bye animation, if there exists one.
Spoken in details the following happens:
• GameShow sends a “cmdVRFHide()” to VRF-

Display. This command does not return
immediately, but displays the good-bye animation.

The return value is a boolean.
• true means for GameShow, that there were a

good-bye animation and a final “Good Bye”
button has to be displayed.

• false means for GameShow, that there was no good-bye animation displayed and the
next page can be displayed immediately.

6.7.12 The Good-Bye Page is “Only” HTML

Now we have heard enough about Java. The different good-bye pages are “simple” HTML
with a possibility to send an E-mail and with a link to return to the game.

Figure 6-22 The highscore table

Figure 6-23 Do we want to play
again?
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7 Additional Problems and Their
Solution

7.1 JDBC Driver Troubles
Out of reasons of user-friendliness we used Visual Java in the implementation phase. JDK 1.
1.7B stayed the standard development system, nevertheless.
For JDBC data access with JDK1.1.7B the driver “sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver” has to be
used. Visual Java does not accept this driver. The driver software for JDBC:ODBC reacts
very strange in this case.
When the program tries to localize the driver, no error message appears, making the
programmer think, that everything is okay with this driver. But when the first statement
should be opened the error message: ”Driver not found” is displayed.

Troubles of this kind are reported nowhere, at least nowhere, where somebody could find it.

The solution of this problem is very simple: When using Visual Java the driver
“com.ms.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver” has to be used and the whole thing works again.

JDK does not know this driver, unfortunately, but it reacts as programmers might propose: At
driver selection the error message is printed: “Driver not found”.

7.2 SQL Date Format and Different
Languages of the Operation Systems

This problem is printed for some “bi-lingual” programmers, as I am.
The standard date format is different in different languages. This fact continues to operation
systems. Whenever a date is written by a standard (.toString()) command it depends on the
operation system’s language, how this output looks like.
After developing on a German operation system and transferring software and databases to
the new VR-Friends – computer with English operation system the date writings to the
databases did not work any longer.

After localization the problem was relatively easy to solve. The class SimpleDateFormat can
be used to standardize the date approach, independent of operating system’s language.

7.3 JDBC:ODBC MS-SQL-Server Driver
After developing with some MS-Access databases the handling of SQL-statements and JDBC
seemed to be working. Unfortunately I had to learn, that standardization is only true on paper.
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The JDBC:ODBC MS-SQL-Server driver needs more precise handling than the JDBC:ODBC
MS-Access driver does. When using the MS-SQL-Server driver the precedence of readings
out of a result-set has to be done in the same order, as the columns are ordered in the
database. This means if there exists a table with three columns, named column1, column2 and
column3, any reading has to be done in this special order: getdata(“column1”),
getdata(“column2”), getdata(“column3”).
This strict precedence was not necessary with ODBC MS-Access driver.

When the problem was localized, the solution was easy. The readings had to use the
precedence of the columns in the database and the system worked again.
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8 Development of a Director's
Script for a “Human VR-Friend”
Recording Session

I have to notice, that this chapter does not directly belong to the topic of my diploma thesis. In
the progress of our project we did see, that an optimal preparation is necessary for a reduced
costs of the project. I have to mention here, that we will use the technical devices for filming
and cutting of WIFI, an institute of the chamber of economy in Graz. Out of this we have to
minimize the time we need and, as a consequence, we have to prepare our recording sessions
very well.
The reason for me to take this part of work was mainly my private interest in motion-picture
work and its background. So this will be my first job as a screenwriter.

8.1 Our Needs: A Funny and Varied VR-
Friend

8.1.1 Animations and Reactions

I will describe the background of our VR-Friend here very shortly, but I recommend the
reading of my colleagues diploma thesis. [Antensteiner 1999]
Our VR-Friend has five different mental states between “very sad” and “very happy”. For
each of these states we need an image to display. These images are used for the “static”
approach of the VRF.
Now we have to distinguish between two kinds of VRFs moves.

1. From time to time the VRF does something, independent from the users actions. A first
example for this kind of moves up from now called “Animations” is winking.

2. All VRFs moves, which are initiated of a users action are called “Reactions”. Anything
the VRF does after a users answer is a reaction and generally spoken a welcome and
goodbye message will be a reaction, too.

Every move has to begin and to end with the actual mental state image. This means, that we
need animations with all mental state-images as basis. The same is valid for the reactions.
Please notice, that some reactions will only be reasonable at some special mental states, as
you can easily imagine, that a positive reaction in a very good feeling will definitely not look
the same as a positive reaction in a very negative mental state.
I have to add a very important fact of the technical background: Every animation or reaction
can belong to exactly one mental state or to all mental states. You can imagine, that a
reaction, which belongs to all mental states, will be hard to bring to paper or to film in our
case, as the initial image and the last image will be the static image of the actual mental state.
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8.1.2 The Change of Mental States

The change between the different mental states is always done by a reaction, as the VRF will
not change its mental state by itself. For such a change a reaction of the “new” mental state is
taken. The argument, that one special reaction for the change from one mental state to another
should be recorded is easily invalidated. It could be possible, that the user answers in such a
manner, that he jumps back and forth between two mental states of the VRF. Now there will
be always the same reaction, exactly spoken always the same positive reaction and always the
same negative reaction on his answers. So we take an reaction of the new mental state and as
there are a lot of reactions to each mental state there will probably always be a different
reaction presented to the user.
Let me show you the possible states, animations and reactions in the following graphic:

With this knowledge we can proceed. This background is comparable to the novel on which
the screenplay is based. Now let us have a look on the setting.

Figure 8-1 Mental states, animations and reactions

Positive reaction
of mental state
„Very Happy“

Negative reaction
of mental state
“Happy”

Positive and negative
reactions without
change of mental state

Animations

Very happy

Happy

Neutral

Sad

Very sad
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8.2 Background and Surrounding:   The
Setting

8.2.1 The View

Most interesting will be, how much of the actor is visible on the screen. As we have specified
in GameShow implementation the VR-Friend primarily has an area of 200 × 200 pixels. This
resolution is not very high, so that a view of the whole body will not satisfy our needs. You
can imagine that the head will cover about 15 to 20 per cent of the bodies height, which
means a height of maximal 40 pixels for the whole head. The face as area of mimicry will
cover just up to 30 pixels then, and this is definitely to less. (See example “A” in figure 8-2,
can you recognize, if she is happy or not?)
The other extreme would be to only show the face or the head like in example C in figure 8-2.
Now we have to consider that gestures take a lot of  information transport.[] It will out of this
reason be very important to show at least the upper body and the hands.

I certainly do not want to limit VR-Friends approach for all times to one view. There are just
some arguments for taking a view like example B shown in figure 8-2.

C The resolution is high enough that some mimicry can be recognized.
C Gestures can be done and are visible very well.
C The use of some additional equipment like a sheet of paper and a pencil like in the

example above is possible and ensure a big variety of different animations and reactions.
C The situation is similar to the condition at some well known game shows.
C The user will sit in front of a computer, so the situation of the partner is similar to the

users sitting posture.

Now I think I have justified my decision to take a view like example B.

8.2.2 The Background

For our setting a so called “Blue Box” would be the best choice, but unfortunately we do not
have this means up to now. So we can only put some pictures behind the actor or use some
other material.

Figure 8-2 Different possible views for VR-Friend

A B C
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Basically the opinion of the whole team is, that some background image would disturb the
“show – character” of the approach to the user. In a game show situation there will not be any
African animal or a romantic white beach background, there will be a film studio with some
decoration or perhaps some audience. We have clearly to remember, that a VR-Friend will be
participant of a lot of different game shows as we will have a lot of different K-modules in
practice. This leads us to take a very neutral background, for instance a white wall.

Another thought is to use coloured light for changes of the background. So we could use some
coloured light depending on the mental state of the VR-Friend. As nice this idea looks on the
first thought, as numerous are the disadvantages of this approach.

D The situation in any real – life game – show will never change the background colour
depending on a participants mood.

D At reactions, which are played after a change to a new mental state of VRF, the colour
will change abruptly.

D Some of the different colours could not match to the game shows background image.
D Some of the colours could make a bad combination with the actors clothing.
D Some of the colours could make the actors face looking strange.

This means to me, that our background will be a white wall, perhaps permanently coloured
with some coloured light. The situation in the film studio will show us our possibilities.

8.2.3 The Light

The light for the background is not all, we need. The lighting will be most important. You can
surely remember some TV-interviews with politicians. Long time the camera teams
manipulated the interviewed people with the light. Some neon light makes people look ill,
some light with high red and yellow percentage makes a sunny-boy out of everyone.[]
We just have to look, that a most natural feeling is produced in the viewers mind.

8.2.4 The Situation

As we have seen in figure 8-1 the animations and reactions belong exactly to one mental state.
This means for the actor, that before and after each task the initial position has to be reached
as precisely as possible. The last position could be made with cutting and backward playing
the sequence. Let me describe this technique in the next figures:

Figure 8-3 Recorded frames

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4
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Imagine this ball was a watermelon recorded at falling down to the floor. Certainly this
watermelon would have been destroyed at the first contact with the ground. Now let us take
the recorded sequence and manipulate it. First we take some frames out of the recorded film. I
think you know, that a “normal” TV-broadcast consists of 25 complete images per second.
[Freyer (1981), p. 361] Manipulating such a huge amount would be too much effort at our
desired computer-animation. By taking the four frames shown in figure 8-3 we have a
minimal amount of “raw material”.
Now let us copy and rearrange the frames in a way that the watermelon looks like it was
elastic and could hop again and again.

If we now play this sequence some times what means, that after the last frame the display
starts again with the first frame, we get an animation of a hopping watermelon.

Now what has a watermelon and a VR-Friend together? It does not matter, what happens to
the actor or the object after the motion we want to display. If the motion is the same in the
reverse order we can get the suitable frames by copying and rearranging it.

Figure 8-4 Continuous loop out of a single motion

Figure 8-5 Embedding of an animation

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Frame 3 Frame 2

Static Frame = Frame 1

Static Frame = Frame 1

Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Frame 3 Frame 2Frame 1 Frame 1
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Conclusion:
It is not necessary for the actor to get into the initial position after the desired motion. This is
very important, as you can imagine, that it would be very difficult to get the head and the face
in a precise position immediately.
What remains nevertheless is the necessity to bring the face to the special initial position. Let
me show an idea for the arrangement in the film studio, which could help the actor with this
task.

As you can see in this scenery there are some
additional accessoires necessary. First we need a
monitor.

What I want to be displayed at this monitor is the
static image of the actual mental state. With the
mirror the actor is able to bring him- or herself in
the same position as he or she was for recording
the static image.

There are some possible ways to get such a displayed image:

• A still image of the recording presented on a TV-Screen
• An image taken by a digital camera presented on a computer monitor
• An image taken by a instant-picture camera
• A scanned instant-picture presented on a computer monitor

We will see in studio, which means we will have available. A very important detail will be to
take a eventual instant-picture through the mirror, because otherways right and left is changed
and this can have a big influence on the look of a person.

8.3 Structure of the Recording Session
We will have to split the recording in several parts. It will be easier for the actor to play all
sequences for one mental state together. For the change of the mental state of the actor I
recommend a break of at least 10 minutes.

For each mental state the recording will be done in the following sequence:

1. With a short text the actor is mentally adjusted to the actual mental state.
2. The static image for this mental state is taken and presented on the monitor.
3. Some greeting animation is taken.

Figure 8-6 Studio arrangement

Monitor

Camera

Mirror
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4. The standard animations, which are the same for all mental states are played.
5. The specific reactions and animations for the actual mental state are played.

recommended order:
a) positive reactions on correct answer of the partner
b) positive reactions on a correct answer, given by the player himself
c) negative reactions, when both partners did not know the correct answer

6. Some good-bye animations should be taken.
7. Some distinct reactions like crying are played at the end.

The player should not speak to long, as synchronization of images and sound does not work
with Java up to now. The sound files should not be longer than some seconds. Some short
sequences like “Yes” or “No”, “Fantastic” and “Great” are recommended.
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Anhang:

Vorbereitungsblätter für die
Aufnahmesitzungen
According to agreement with my attendant, Dr. Andreas Holzinger, it was decided to write
this part in German language since it is the mother tongue of the first actors.

Nach Absprache mit meinem Betreuer, Dr. Andreas Holzinger, wurde beschlossen, diesen
Teil in deutscher Sprache zu schreiben, da dies die Muttersprache der ersten Darsteller ist.

1. Vorbereitungen

Einrichtung des Aufnahmeplatzes
Zur Darstellung des statischen Bildes des jeweiligen
Gemütszustandes ist die dargestellte Anordnung
empfohlen.

Der Tisch soll keine spiegelnde Fläche darstellen, je
nach Wunsch des Darstellers kann ein entsprechendes
Tischtuch verwendet werden.

Der Sessel soll kein Drehsessel sondern ein starr
stehendes Exemplar sein. Dadurch wird verhindert, daß
durch unabsichtliche Verdrehung der Sitzfläche die
Aufnahmeposition nicht genau eingenommen werden
kann. Zum Schutz gegen Fehler durch Verrutschen des
Sessels soll am Boden der Platz der Sesselbeine
markiert werden.

Der Darsteller soll locker und bequem sitzen können. Eine Anpassung der Situation Tisch –
Sessel an den jeweiligen Darsteller sollte möglich sein.

Vorbereitungen des Darstellers
Durch Make-up soll verhindert werden, daß die Gesichtsfläche spiegelt.
Persönliche Wunsch - Accessoires sollen mitgenommen und bereitgelegt werden.

Notwendige Requisiten
Kugelschreiber, Bleistift, Spitzer, Radiergummi, ein Block Papier, Lineal, Buch, Zeitungen,
Sonnenbrille, Kappe, Aspirin, Sekt und Sektglas, Trinkglas, Cola - Dose, Minipuzzle, Würfel,

Monitor

Kamera

Spiegel
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Karten, Stofftier, Feuerzeug, Kerze, Kamm, Bürste, Taschenspiegel, Taschentücher,
Nagelfeile, Nagelzwicker, Nagelschere, Wattestäbchen, Zwiebel für Tränenerzeugung

Ein großer Spiegel für die Selbstkontrolle!

2. Ablaufplan der Aufnahmesitzung

1. Neutraler Zustand
2. Trauriger Zustand
3. Sehr trauriger Zustand
4. Glücklicher Zustand
5. Sehr glücklicher Zustand

Am Anfang wird der neutrale Zustand gefilmt, da sich der Darsteller an die Situation
gewöhnen kann. Die Ausgangsposition, zu der „zurückgekehrt“ werden muß ist sicherlich im
neutralen Zustand einfacher als in einem der Extremzustände. Die glücklichen Stimmungen
am Schluß der Sitzung zu filmen bewirkt beim Schauspieler sicherlich eine bessere Laune
nach getaner Arbeit.

Allgemein verwendbare Animationen
(werden bei jedem Zustand aufgenommen)

Lidschlag
Nach links schauen, nach rechts, nach oben, nach unten.
Schau jetzt nach rechts oben, rechts unten, links oben, links unten.
Die Augen rollen, in die andere Richtung
Zwinkern links, rechts
Die Augen überdrehen, zusammenkneifen, schließen.
Die Stirn runzeln
Den Kopf nach oben, unten, links, rechts bewegen.

Krawatte richten
Brille richten
Preß die Fingerkuppen aneinander, Du denkst angespannt nach.
Nimm die Finger zum Mund, Du bist nachdenklich

... Regieanweisung wird vorgelesen oder sinngemäß gesagt.

... Anweisung an die Technik, der Techniker muß vorher eingewiesen werden.

R
T
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3. Der neutrale Zustand

Einstimmung auf den neutralen Zustand
„Sitzt Du bequem? Ist alles in Ordnung? Brauchst Du noch etwas? Nimm jetzt bitte
eine für Dich normale Stellung ein, in der Du Dich wohl fühlst. Entspann Dein Gesicht,

sieh direkt in die Kamera.“

Ruhestellung aufnehmen, zur Anzeige vorbereiten, so rasch als möglich auf den
Monitor bringen.

„In deiner momentanen neutralen Stimmung begrüßt Du jetzt den Spieler.“
Wenn dem Darsteller keine Phrase einfällt „Hallo, ich freue mich mit Dir zu spielen.“

Jetzt ist das Standbild nötig und wenn der Darsteller sich noch nicht auskennt: „Okay, so wie
auf diesem Bild sollst Du jetzt bitte immer am Anfang und wenn möglich auch nach den
einzelnen Bewegungen aussehen. Zur Kontrolle hast Du den Spiegel.“

Standard Animationen
Laut Liste.

Spezielle Animationen für den neutralen Zustand
Sag etwas, zum Beispiel „Ich bin schon neugierig, wie es weitergeht“ oder einfach wie
Du Dich gerade fühlst.

Bleistift spitzen
Etwas ausradieren
Das Lineal anlegen und einen Strich ziehen
Neige Dich mit dem Oberkörper nach vor, Du bist interessiert.

Reaktionen auf eine richtige Antwort des Partners
„Dein Partner hat eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Das ist natürlich erfreulich. Wie
reagierst Du darauf?“

Sag deutlich „JA“ und „YES“
Daumen nach oben
Nicken
Nicken mit gespitzten Lippen
Sag „Mhm“
Mehrmals kurzes Nicken und sag „Okay“ dazu

Schau anerkennend.

Reaktionen auf eine eigene richtige Antwort
„Du hast gerade selbst eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Euer Team bekommt dafür
einige Punkte. Wie freust Du Dich?“

Klopf Dir anerkennend selbst mit der Faust auf die Brust.

R

T
R

R

R

R
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Schau stolz
Verschränke die Hände im Nacken, Du bist entspannt.
Leg die Hand vor die Brust und verbeuge Dich leicht, Du hast Deinen Beitrag geleistet.

Reaktionen auf beiderseitiges Nichtwissen
„Ihr habt beide die Frage nicht gewußt. Dein Partner hat vielleicht auch falsch
geantwortet. Leider bekommt ihr jetzt keine Punkte. Wie reagierst Du?“

Sag deutlich „Nein“ und „No“
Verzieh den Mund
Rümpfe die Nase
Stülpe die Unterlippe nach vorne
Kratz Dich am Ohr – und jetzt am anderen

Fällt Dir noch etwas ein?

Time-out Animationen
„Ihr habt eine Frage und Dein Partner will oder kann sie nicht beantworten. Er agiert
einfach nicht. Es dauert schon lange. Was machst Du?

Zeichne etwas.
Radiere etwas aus
Lies in der Zeitung
Trink einen Schluck.
Wink so wie durch ein Fenster
Benutze die Nagelfeile, den Nagelzwicker, ein Wattestäbchen.
Schau in den Taschenspiegel, frisiere Dich.

Verabschiedung
„Dein Partner will nicht mehr spielen. Verabschiede Dich von ihm.“

Setze die Sonnenbrille auf und winke.
Setze die Kappe auf und winke.
___________________________________________________________________________

Pause und Entspannungsphase

R

R

R
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4. Der traurige Zustand

Kontrolle des Sessels und der Sitzposition. Requisiten bereithalten.

Einstimmung auf den traurigen Zustand
„Sitzt Du bequem? Ist alles in Ordnung? Brauchst Du noch etwas? Du siehst jetzt noch
das Bild deines Normalzustandes. Leider habt ihr beide einige Fragen nicht gewußt. Du

bist darüber ziemlich traurig. Versuche Dich in diese traurige Stimmung hineinzuleben.“

Ruhestellung aufnehmen, zur Anzeige vorbereiten, so rasch als möglich auf den
Monitor bringen.

„In deiner momentanen traurigen Stimmung begrüßt Du jetzt Deinen Partner.“
Wenn dem Darsteller keine Phrase einfällt „Hallo, versuchen wir es noch einmal.“

Jetzt ist das Standbild nötig und wenn der Darsteller sich noch nicht auskennt: „Okay, wie
schon vorher solltest Du immer am Anfang der Sequenz so aussehen wie auf dem Monitor.“

Standard Animationen
Laut Liste.

Spezielle Animationen für den traurigen Zustand
Sag etwas, zum Beispiel „Ich hoffe, daß wir bald wieder eine Frage richtig
beantworten.“ oder einfach wie Du Dich gerade fühlst.

Hand zur Nase
Hand zur Wange
Mit beiden Händen den Nacken dehnen
Mit Daumen und Zeigefinger die Hand vor den Mund halten
Seufzen.
Kratz Dich irgendwo, wenn Du magst.
Befeuchte Dir die Lippen

Reaktionen auf eine richtige Antwort des Partners
„Dein Partner hat endlich eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Das ist okay. Es geht
vielleicht bald wieder aufwärts. Wie reagierst Du darauf?“

Sag ein gedehntes „JA“ und „YES“
Daumen nach oben
Nicken
Nicken mit gespitzten Lippen
Sag „Mhm“
Sag „Okay“
Schau anerkennend.

R

T
R

R

R
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Reaktionen auf eine eigene richtige Antwort
„Du hast gerade selbst eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Endlich bekommt ihr ein paar
Punkte. Welche Reaktion zeigst Du?“

Atme kräftig aus (Du hast Dich konzentriert und jetzt fällt die Last von Dir)
Atme wieder aus und nicke dabei.
Schau ein ganz wenig stolz
Klopf mit dem Zeigefinger auf den Tisch.

Reaktionen auf beiderseitiges Nichtwissen
„Ihr habt beide schon wieder die Frage nicht gewußt oder dein Partner hat falsch
geantwortet. Schon wieder keine Punkte. Wie reagierst Du?“

Sag verärgert „Nein“ und „No“
Verzieh den Mund
Rümpfe die Nase
Stülpe die Unterlippe nach vorne und verdrehe Dich dabei
Kratz Dich am Ohr – und jetzt am anderen
Wisch Dir mit der Hand über das Gesicht.
Heb den Zeigefinger, das wirkt belehrend.

Time-out Animationen
„Du bist ohnehin schon traurig und Dein Partner will oder kann die Frage nicht
beantworten. Es dauert schon viel zu lange. Was machst Du?

Gähne.
Sag deutlich „Hey“
Pfeif durch die Lippen.
Lies in der Zeitung
Trink einen Schluck.
Strecke die Hände mit den Handflächen nach oben nach vorne und frag „Was?“
Sag motivierend „So“.
Spiel mit deinem Stofftier oder mit dem Feuerzeug.
Schneuze Dich

Verabschiedung
„Dein Partner will nicht mehr spielen. Er gibt wohl auf. Vielleicht geht er aber auch
noch einmal das Stoffgebiet lernen. Verabschiede Dich von ihm.“

Setze die Sonnenbrille auf und winke.
Setze die Kappe auf und winke.
Tooltime-Gruß. (zwei Finger an die Stirn und dann nach vorne strecken.)
Sag „Ciao“, „Bye“, „Tschüß“

Fällt Dir noch etwas ein?
___________________________________________________________________________

Pause und Entspannungsphase

R

R

R

R
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5. Der sehr traurige Zustand

Kontrolle des Sessels und der Sitzposition. Requisiten bereithalten.

Einstimmung auf den sehr traurigen Zustand
„Sitzt Du bequem? Ist alles in Ordnung? Brauchst Du noch etwas? Du siehst jetzt noch
das Bild deines traurigen Zustandes von vorher. Ihr habt einfach zu wenige Fragen

gewußt. Du bist sauer. Dein Partner ist schlecht drauf. Du selber auch. Passe Dein Gesicht
Deiner Stimmung an.“

Ruhestellung aufnehmen, zur Anzeige vorbereiten, so rasch als möglich auf den
Monitor bringen.

„In dieser Stimmung triffst Du Deinen Partner wieder. Sag etwas zu ihm.“
Wenn dem Darsteller keine Phrase einfällt „Hi, aber heute wissen wir mehr als beim

letzten Mal.“

Jetzt ist das Standbild nötig.

Standard Animationen
Laut Liste.

Spezielle Animationen für den traurigen Zustand
Sag etwas, zum Beispiel „Wir sind vollkommen schlecht. Vielleicht sind wir einfach zu
dumm.“ oder einfach wie Du Dich gerade fühlst.

Eine Hand vor das Gesicht – jetzt die andere
Beide Hände vor das Gesicht.
Seufze laut
Gähne.

Reaktionen auf eine richtige Antwort des Partners
„Endlich hat Dein Partner eine Antwort gewußt. Na ja, ein kleiner Lichtblick. Wie
reagierst Du darauf?“

Sag ein gedehntes „JA“ und „YES“
Nicken
Sag „Mhm“
Sag „Endlich“ und
Schau ein bißchen fröhlicher.

Reaktionen auf eine eigene richtige Antwort
„Du hast gerade selbst eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Endlich bekommt ihr ein paar
Punkte. Welche Reaktion zeigst Du?“

Atme kräftig aus (Du hast Dich konzentriert und jetzt fällt die Last von Dir)
Atme wieder aus und nicke dabei.

R
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 „Als andere Variante sehen wir Deine Willenskraft, Deinen Kämpfergeist. Es geht
wieder aufwärts.“

„Du hast eine Frage geschafft, ihr kommt voran. Jetzt erst recht.“

Reaktionen auf beiderseitiges Nichtwissen
„Kein Mensch weiß irgend etwas. Keine Punkte. Keine Hoffnung. Was sagst Du
dann?“

Sag äußerst verärgert „Nein“ und „No“
Verzieh den Mund, schneide Grimassen
Strecke die Zunge heraus
Sag „Bäh“
Winke mit beiden Händen vor Deinem Gesicht (Dein Partner ist dumm!)
Ziehe die Oberlippe hoch, das wirkt verächtlich.
Weine (ohne Tränen)
Heule richtig los.

Time-out Animationen
„Du bist vollkommen am Boden und Dein Partner tut nichts. Es dauert schon ewig. Dir
wird langweilig. Was machst Du?

Nimm ein Aspirin.
Lies im Buch.
Spiel mit Deinen Würfeln.
Stütz den Kopf auf beide Hände.
Lehn Dich mit dem Oberkörper zurück.

Verabschiedung
„Dein Partner will nicht mehr spielen. Er gibt sicherlich auf. Der soll was lernen gehen.
Verabschiede Dich von ihm.“

Setze die Sonnenbrille auf und verabschiede Dich.
Setze die Kappe auf und verabschiede Dich.
Sag „Hasta la Vista, Baby“
___________________________________________________________________________

Pause und Entspannungsphase

R

R

R

R
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6. Der glückliche Zustand

Kontrolle des Sessels und der Sitzposition.

Einstimmung auf den glücklichen Zustand
„Sitzt Du bequem? Ist alles in Ordnung? Brauchst Du noch etwas? Ihr wart schon
ziemlich gut. Ihr habt schon viele Fragen richtig beantwortet. Das macht Dich natürlich

glücklich.“

Ruhestellung aufnehmen, zur Anzeige vorbereiten, so rasch als möglich auf den
Monitor bringen.

„In deiner freudigen Stimmung begrüßt Du jetzt den Spieler.“
Wenn dem Darsteller keine Phrase einfällt „Hallo, ich freue mich, daß es endlich

weitergeht.“

Jetzt ist das Standbild nötig.

Standard Animationen
Laut Liste.

Spezielle Animationen für den glücklichen Zustand
Sag etwas, zum Beispiel „Wir werden einfach alles wissen, endlich geht es weiter.“
oder einfach wie Du Dich gerade fühlst.

Etwas schreiben
Etwas kritzeln
Etwas ausradieren und wieder etwas hinkritzeln
Das Lineal anlegen und einen Strich ziehen
Mit dem Kugelschreiber spielen

„Du bist nervös, was machst Du da?“
„Du bist schon ganz gespannt, welche Frage als nächstes kommt.“

Reaktionen auf eine richtige Antwort des Partners
„Dein Partner hat eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Das ist super. Ihr werdet noch weit
nach oben kommen. Wie reagierst Du darauf?“

„Du bist happy. Sag deutlich „JA“ und „YES““
Daumen nach oben
Nicken und jubeln
Nicken mit gespitzten Lippen
Sag „Super“ und „juhu“
Mehrmals kurzes Nicken und sag „Okay“ dazu

Schau mit Stolz auf Deinen Partner.

R
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Reaktionen auf eine eigene richtige Antwort
„Du hast gerade selbst eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Euer Team bekommt Punkte.
Super. Wie freust Du Dich?“

Klopf Dir anerkennend selbst mit der Faust auf die Brust.
Juble!
Sing etwas (z.B. „I feel good“)
Reib Dir die Hände.
Schnippe mit den Fingern.

Reaktionen auf beiderseitiges Nichtwissen
„Ihr habt beide die Frage nicht gewußt. Leider bekommt ihr jetzt keine Punkte. Wie
reagierst Du?“

Sag deutlich „Nein“ und „No“
Hau mit der Faust auf den Tisch.
Rümpfe die Nase
Zucke mit den Schultern.
Wirf den Kopf verächtlich zurück.

Time-out Animationen
„Ihr seid so toll drauf und habt eine Frage gestellt bekommen. Dein Partner denkt schon
ewig nach. Wie hilfst Du ihm auf die Sprünge?“

Zeichne etwas und zeig es ihm.
Radiere etwas aus und zeichne oder schreib etwas neues.

Konzentriere Dich. Wie denkst Du nach?
Sag ganz freundlich „Hallo“ zu Deinem Partner, als wolltest Du ihn wecken.

Verabschiedung
„Dein Partner will nicht mehr spielen. Schade. Verabschiede Dich von ihm.“

Setze die Sonnenbrille auf und winke.
Setze die Kappe auf und winke.
Sag wie Arnold Schwarzenegger: „I’ll be back!“
Sag „Servus“

Wie verabschiedest Du Dich noch?
___________________________________________________________________________

Pause und Entspannungsphase

R

R

R

R
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7. Der sehr glückliche Zustand

Kontrolle des Sessels und der Sitzposition.

Einstimmung auf den sehr glücklichen Zustand
„Sitzt Du bequem? Ist alles in Ordnung? Brauchst Du noch etwas? Ihr seid die totalen
Profis. Ihr habt fast alle Fragen richtig beantwortet. Du bist vollkommen happy.“

Ruhestellung aufnehmen, zur Anzeige vorbereiten, so rasch als möglich auf den
Monitor bringen.

„Du freust Dich, daß Dein Partner wieder da ist und mit Dir weiter spielt. Heiß ihn
willkommen!“

Wenn dem Darsteller keine Phrase einfällt „Hi, heute knacken wir den Highscore. Yipie!“

Jetzt ist das Standbild nötig.

Standard Animationen
Laut Liste.

Spezielle Animationen für den glücklichen Zustand
Sag etwas, zum Beispiel „Wir sind super. Wir sind ganz toll. Yeah.“ oder einfach wie
Du Dich gerade fühlst.

„Du bist nervös, was machst Du da?“
„Du bist schon ganz gespannt, welche Frage als nächstes kommt.“

Trommle mit Deinen Fingern auf dem Tisch.
Spiel nervös mit dem Kugelschreiber
 „Du weißt diese Frage vielleicht auch nicht. Wie siehst Du da aus?“

Reaktionen auf eine richtige Antwort des Partners
„Dein Partner hat schon wieder eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Das ist super. Ihr werdet
siegen! Wie jubelst Du?“

Sag ganz bestimmt „JA“ und „YES““
Daumen nach oben
Nicken und jubeln
Sag „Super“, „juhu“ und „yeah“
Benutze Deine Faust und Deine Hände.
Juble!

Reaktionen auf eine eigene richtige Antwort
„Du hast gerade selbst wieder eine Frage richtig beantwortet. Euer Team bekommt
Punkte. Super. Wie jubelst Du?“

Du bist Tarzan: Klopf Dir anerkennend selbst mit der Faust auf die Brust.
Du bist ein eitler Geck. Schau ganz stolz.

R
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Ihr seid Spitze! Juble!
Sing etwas (z.B. „I feel good“)
Zeig mir ein Tänzchen mit Deinem Kopf!
Sing noch etwas! (z.B. „So sehn Sieger aus“)
Nimm das Sektglas und biete es Deinem Partner an!
Setz die Sonnenbrille auf, Du bist so cool!
Setz Deine Kappe verkehrt auf.

Reaktionen auf beiderseitiges Nichtwissen
„Ihr habt leider beide die Frage nicht gewußt. Macht nichts. Wie reagierst Du?“

Mach eine „egal“ Bewegung mit der Hand.
Verzieh den Mund.
„Vergiß nicht, Du bist in ganz toller Stimmung. Nur eine Frage nicht gewußt.“
Sag „tja“ und „leider“
Sag „sorry“ und „I am so sorry“.
Rümpfe die Nase

Time-out Animationen
„Ihr seid so toll drauf und habt eine Frage gestellt bekommen. Dein Partner denkt schon
ewig nach. Das muß eine ganz harte Nuß sein. Wie unterstützt Du ihn?“

Konzentriere Dich. Wie denkst Du nach?
Kratz Dich.
Wink ganz freundlich.
„Du weißt nicht was da los ist, wie siehst Du da aus?“

Verabschiedung
„Dein Partner will nicht mehr spielen. Schade. Verabschiede Dich von ihm. Ihr seid
ganz an der Spitze. Du bist vollkommen glücklich!“

Setze die Sonnenbrille auf und winke.
Setze die Kappe auf und winke.
Sag wie Arnold Schwarzenegger: „I’ll be back!“

Wie verabschiedest Du Dich noch?
___________________________________________________________________________

Ende der Aufnahme.

R
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8. Nachbemerkungen

Die in den vorherigen Seiten verwendeten Mimik- und Gestik - Ausdrücke entstammen
hauptsächlich meiner Phantasie. Viele davon habe ich wohl von guten Regisseuren bei den
Laientheater – Aufführungen, bei denen ich mitgespielt habe.
Weiters waren mir wohl auch einige Seminare zum Thema Verhaltenstechnik und Rhetorik
hilfreich.
Ein besonderes Werk, dem ich noch zusätzliche Anregungen entnommen habe, möchte ich
hier zitieren: „Mimik ist das Gebärden- und Mienenspiel des Gesichts, Gestik die Gesamtheit
der Gesten als Ausdruck der Psyche. Das Wissen über die Wirkung eines bestimmten
Gesichtsausdrucks und bestimmter Gesten ermöglicht die (gesteuerte) Kommunikation von
psychischen Inhalten, auch ohne das gesprochene Wort. Wir sind wiederum bei Elementen,
wie sie etwa Schauspieler einsetzen, um Charaktere überzeugend zu verkörpern. Wenn Sie an
Film- und Fernsehschauspieler denken, werden Sie sicherlich von jenen am meisten und
intensivsten angesprochen werden, bei denen das Gesicht lebt und Gefühle zeigt und bei
denen die gezeigten Gefühle auch mit dem gesprochenen Wort übereinstimmen.“ [Hofmeister
(1997), Seite 36]
Eine entsprechende Zusammenfassung der Ausdrücke und Bedeutungen entnahm ich dem
selben Werk. [Hofmeister (1997), Seite 38 ff]
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